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Foreword

Latin America has given the world many of its key agricultur-
al products. Food crops like potatoes, sweet potatoes, maize,
beans and many, many others have traveled far and wide
from their native lands in Central and South America, taking
root in myriad national cuisines that today are unimaginable
without them. Crossed by the largest continuous mountain
chain on earth - the Andes, which run north-south for over
7,200 km - tropical America is also nourished by great
rivers, covered by lush forests and surrounded by abundant
seas. All of this adds up to configure one of the richest con-
centrations of biodiversity on the face of the globe.

Ancient Americans were highly innovative and gained
extensive experience in astronomy, hydrology, engineering
and agriculture. This helped them to develop some of the
most complex and refined ancient societies known to man.
Today, however, many people in rural Latin America live in
extreme poverty, barely able to eke out an existence on
their land, or are forced to migrate to overcrowded cities
in search of scarce employment. At the same time, the rich
mountain and lowland ecosystems of the American tropics
are threatened by degradation and loss of species.



The Future Harvest Centers of the CGIAR are working to

counter these threats by developing appropriate technolo-

gy and empowering rural Latin Americans to thrive once

more. Tailor-made tools and methods are leading to posi-

tive results in numerous countries and communities. Ebbe

Schi0ler - an intrepid traveler and untiring observer of the

CGIAR and of the work of the Future Harvest centers it

supports - has journeyed to seven countries to gather,

first-hand, the stories of the men and women who benefit

on a day-to-day basis from the research of the centers.

Their stories speak eloquently of better livelihoods, health-

ier families and environments, and greater hope for a

future founded on sound and palpable solutions. Our

thanks go to those farming families - and to the research-

ers and technicians whose work has made the difference -

for their contribution to these stories from the heart of

rural Latin America.

Hubert Zandstra,
Chairman of the Board, Future Harvest





Tiny miracles

Peru

Donato Carranza is standing in the middle of his small,

flowering potato field looking down over the slope towards

the valley. His gaze may be slightly distant, but he is listen-

ing to what is being said. Experts are paying him a visit,

some of them from as a far away as the capital, and they

are explaining and demonstrating with satisfaction how

well his crops are growing, in comparison with the some-

what scruffy potato plants in another modest piece of field

further down the mountain slope. There is a good explana-

tion for this, and we will come to it.

But for the time being, Donato just stands there listen-

ing and nodding in agreement. Yes, there are a lot of

good things to say about the new potatoes growing here

in Pampash at an altitude of three kilometres and some

demanding hours' hike from the district town of Chacas.

We are in the middle of Peru's northerly Andes Mountains,

Cordillera Blanca. The ones that are capped with snow

here in midsummer in January. And of course it's relevant

to ask him why not all the potatoes in the small sections of

field are of the new variety, because it's clear that an older

variety, Yungai, is being grown by the side of them.

Healthy, abundant and strong potatoes. And even the taste is - well -

pretty close to perfect
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Picking potato berries is a

job done only every four

to five years...

Well, he doesn't want to offend anybody that's clear,

"But Yungai taste better," says Donate And that is impor-

tant, but he does add at the same time, thoughtfully: "The

most important thing is, though, that we have enough to

eat. And we have got that now."

...while taking good care of the tiny potato plants is an ongoing

occupation

Hungry times and hard years

60-year-old Donato has often known difficult days, and in

his father's time there was never a year when there were

enough potatoes to last them until the next harvest. They

just managed to get by, because even though potatoes are

eaten for breakfast, dinner and supper, they also grew at

that time a little maize and wheat. And then they had to

find any casual work that was going when they couldn't

farm in the winter.

About 10-15 years ago things really went wrong. The

old varieties of potatoes did not yield much, but on the

other hand they were hardy. But several years of drought

almost ruined the harvest, and then the guerrillas called

"The Shining Path" arrived in the area. Life in rural areas

became uncertain, and down in Pampas a teacher was shot.

So at times the region became deserted as people sought

refuge in Chacas or the city. And when the guerrilla move-

ment collapsed, and the villages became populated again,

there were no seed potatoes or sowing seeds left - and all

the old local varieties of potatoes had been lost.

Once upon a time...

That must be the right beginning for a story that started so

sadly in the many small towns and villages of this region. A

large private Italian church organization had been working

locally since 1976 with its headquarters in Chacas - that is to

say, also at the time when there was guerrilla warfare in the

region - to create development, employment and income.

This turned into a giant development project over the years,

incorporating all kinds of activities. Part of its work was to

improve agriculture, so the hard years were a violent setback.

That was the situation in 1992 when peace returned.

Father Hugo, the Italian priest who led the church work,

had heard a little about the international centre for potato

research, CIP, down in Lima and thought, understandably

enough, that this must be the place where they could get

help. So at the first opportunity, he made the two trackless

daylong journeys down to the CIP's researchers and presen-
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ted the problems to them. He also very much wanted some

proper seed potatoes to take back with him, so that it would

be possible to start over again up in Chacas.

It would have appeared clear to everyone that he needed

seed potatoes, but not to the researchers at CIP. They had

something much better to offer: A completely fresh start

using - yes, that is what they said - potato seeds. And if we

are to continue using fairy tale terms: "They'd never heard

anything like it in their lives!" And there was certainly no one

in Chacas who had at that time. What is more, it was also

news for almost everyone else, except for the researchers and,

it has now been proved, the forefathers of these Peruvian

farmers who lived before the time of Columbus.

I t sounds really ingenious

As we all know, potatoes have flowers, often very attractive

ones in a wide range of shades from white to yellow, to

pink and purple, like the new variety in Donato's field. In a

potato flower there are both male and female components

- all those difficult cross-sectional parts we studied in bio-

logy lessons, and that most of us have forgotten. A num-

ber of varieties can be pollinated and produce seeds in

small green berries. If these seeds are then given the right

conditions, temperature, moisture, suitable soil and fertiliz-

er, and are not choked by weeds, they will produce potato

plants. That is the way it has been while the potato has

developed in South America. But for the farmers, this has

not been anything that they could make any use of - apart

from way back in the distant past, and among some old

farmers in certain remote areas of the Andes. What is

referred to here is "true" potato seed, TPS, as opposed to

seed potatoes.

Agricultural researchers first started to take an interest

in potato seed for use outside the laboratory around 1970.

And it was precisely farmers like Donato that they had in

mind. In order to plant a field with traditional seed pota-

toes, it is necessary to use approximately 20 per cent of

the old harvest. That is a lot of potatoes to keep when the

larder is empty towards the end of the winter, and seed

potatoes are prone to damage. If farmers do not have their

own stock of seed potatoes, they have to transport them

from elsewhere - and that is heavy and expensive work.

Seeds sound easier; and they are in fact so much easier

that it is difficult to believe. Potato seeds are very small.

Approximately 1,000 seeds weigh one gram - that is to

say, enough for 1,000 potato plants. The price is more

than reasonable. So it sounded like a piece of cake.

It wasn't as easy as all that
Two of the visitors to Donato's field are researchers from

CIP. They have been involved since the good story started

in Chacas. In a way, they had the right solution but as

Donato so accurately pointed out, the taste - and also the

appearance - had to be acceptable too. So they worked

with the varieties that were ready. One of them was Yun-

gai, which Donato referred to so favourably in his field.

The other was a variety that had been given the somewhat

boring name of 104.12LB, which was the father of the

cross-fertilization they had produced. To get this far, all the

work had been done by hand. The male components in

the Yungai's flowers do not produce pollen, so the flowers

were pollinated with 104.12LB pollen by hand as soon as

they opened in the first hours of the morning, before they

could be wind-pollinated by other potatoes. It was worth

the effort because the results were really impressive and

had the right kind of characteristics.

They tasted good, the production was extremely high

and they had a high degree of resistance to the alarming

disease of potato blight, which had caused severe damage

over the years in many parts of the world. This disease has

also often struck Peru and is still a problem.

As already mentioned, potato seeds are difficult, partly

because the soil must be very good if successful results are

to be produced in the field. And seeds have the unfortu-

nate habit of sprouting at different times, because they are

what the researchers call "dormant" and have the ability to

wait for the most favourable conditions. This would pro-

duce a very uneven growth, and therefore an attempt was
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Same variety of potatoes

a/though the colour of the

flowers differs. But that is

all part of the good news

made to avoid this by treating the seeds with a hormone

so that they became active at the same time. This was not

a really good solution and could perhaps be detrimental

to the long-term growing strength of the potatoes.

A number of methods were tried out before a very sim-

ple solution was arrived at: The seeds are subjected to an

intensive drying process so that their moisture level is

approximately four-and-a-half per cent. They are then vac-

uum-packed to maintain their dryness, and placed in a

heating cabinet at 86 degrees F for four to five months.

This is a certain recipe for ensuring that all seeds sprout at

the same time when they are sown in the soil. And they

can be kept for at least four years when they have been

treated in this way.

Of course, all this seed processing is nothing that Donato

or the other farmers in Pampash are involved in. And if

the whole story is to be told, they don't even get a packet

of seeds to work with. It could of course be done like that,

but things are organized in a more skilful way here in the

Chacas region.

The effective distribution apparatus

When the priest arrived home with the news about the

potato seeds, the farmers listened to him with astonish-

ment. But CIP launched an enormous information cam-

paign and organized lectures for farmers at the various

church buildings in the region, where the most energetic

participants spent four months of the winter to become

spearheads. Donato was on a one-week course, and he

makes a point of mentioning, when we start our visit in his

farmyard, that he could benefit from a slightly longer

course. His visitors make a note of this remark.

In this connection, the church's chief consultant for

agriculture is an important figure. He has played a decisive

role in carrying this story through to achieve the impres-

sive results. He was there when the first trials were carried

out in Chacas. Using the old varieties of potatoes, farmers

had the possibility of producing about four tons per

10

hectare. With the new varieties they produced well over 30

tons per hectare in the first season. It was well worth the

investment of using slightly more fertilizer if they could

manage it, because the potato yield increased correspond-

ingly. This might seem like a foregone conclusion, but

many traditional crops do not necessarily produce more

food if they are given more fertilizer. They may just grow

more leaves or softer fruit.

Potato seeds became a success story in no time at all.

But CIP was not able carry on doing all the practical work.
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The centre is a research institution that carries out work in

many other developing countries, and deals with other

crops besides just potatoes. But it gained a great deal of

practical experience from the task of making potato seeds

a natural choice, even out here which is beyond the back

of beyond. From then on the church took over.

There were already a number of excellent buildings in

Chacas ready to be used for the limited laboratory facilities

that were necessary. Potato berries were produced in the

test field owned by the church, and just three plants were

enough to produce approximately 100 berries, which are

equal to 20 grams of seed. The berries were washed and

peeled, and the seeds were then filtered out. Drying was

carried out on the spot with silicate, which absorbs the

moisture. The seeds were then packed into 10-gram alu-

minium bags - 10,000 seeds, enough for just under one-

and-a-half hectares of land, which is more than many

farmers have. The heat treatment was done in a small cabi-

net that looks like a refrigerator but is designed for heat-

ing. CIP carried out health control of the seeds, and the

first harvest produced enough for several years for the

whole region. The seeds could be stored in a couple of

drawers in a cabinet.

By the side of the laboratory there are rows and rows of

fenced in beds, which are one metre wide. Here the seeds

are sowed closely together in the good soil, 100 seeds per

square metre. When the potatoes grow so closely together,

there are real limits to how big they can become, but even

the small tubers, which are the size of hazelnuts, are excel-

lent seed potatoes. They are harvested and stored on

shelves in a dimly lit building with small windows until

they are ready to sprout. The farmers could use seeds on

their own, but this would demand that they all had growth

beds with top quality soil and suitable storage rooms for

germination. In this way they are free of these demands,

and have simply to transport less than 400 kilos of mini-

potatoes per hectare to their own farms when they are

ready to be planted. Using the traditional method they

would need at least five times that amount.

Things are really looking good
The fresh green fields with the purple - and occasionally

white - flowers are a beautiful sight, also when you think

about the fact that the potato cellars will be filled well up

after the harvest at the end of March. But there is another

positive aspect: Previously, potatoes were planted out in

December, which is still the case, but they could not be

harvested until sometime in April. The new potatoes grow

somewhat quicker. And with the proper kind of organiza-

11
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tion, sprouting mini-potatoes can be ready when night

frosts have stopped, so they can be planted again in

August and harvested just before planting takes place in

December. All the farmers plant potatoes in "the big cam-

paign" in December, and many also now take part in "the

little campaign" where the potatoes have to be irrigated.

But there was the little snag of the "seedy-looking"

potatoes in that field further away from Donato's house.

Well, in a way it's a question of laziness, but also some-

thing of an experiment. There is nothing wrong with the

old method of putting potatoes to one side when they are

harvested and using them as seed potatoes like they used

to do. But they certainly do not improve by being re-used

- it is in fact a genuine cloning with exactly identical

mother potato and offspring. Problems with disease in

seed potatoes increase in relation to how many times a

generation is re-used, but precisely how long they can be

used successfully in this region has not been clearly estab-

lished. Donato has now kept and re-used for four years,

and this is evidently too long. Researchers would probably

set the limit at two years.

The field that everyone is so delighted with is planted

with first year seed potatoes from mini-potatoes. And the

different coloured flowers are not a result of carelessness.

Because these seeds have characteristics from a male and a

female side, the offsprings will inherit from both sides. The

potato with the boring name consisting of figures and let-

ters is itself a mixture of other sorts, one of which has

white flowers. These appear individually, and they almost

seem decorative. But what is most important is that every

single potato under a plant is a separate individual, and

the fact that one of them is attacked by disease does not

necessarily mean that this will happen to them all. If you

pull up one of the small plants in the seedbeds, you can

clearly see that the potatoes vary somewhat in appearance

and colour. Naturally, another great advantage of starting

anew every year with fresh approved seeds is that disease

cannot be passed on from one year to the next via the

seed potatoes.

12

Should old potatoes be forgot?

Of course, there were the good old potatoes that were lost

in the years of the guerrilla war. That is to say, good and

good is a matter for discussion, but they had a nice taste,

and variety is important in agriculture. CIP had actually

collected these varieties decades ago and preserved them

in its gene bank in Lima. So when the main task of provid-

ing adequate food had been accomplished, a production

of potato seeds from four of the old varieties was started.

These seeds are now being tested in the church's green-

house. They are going to be planted in the field in the lit-

tle campaign, and people like Donato are already begin-

ning to lick their lips at the thought of it.

There was resounding joy in Chacas when the first pota-

toes produced from seed were harvested. In fact, their

enthusiasm was so unanimous that they named the potato

Chacasina after the town. This has also become its unoffi-

cial name in the rest of Peru, where it is quickly becoming

widespread and has put Chacas on the map. Father Hugo

has received a great deal of thanks, and as the results were

partly the work of a man of the church, it was obvious that

this was a question of a pure miracle.

This is not something that the priest would entirely

agree with, but in a way he feels that it is a kind of mira-

cle - the fact that something like CIP exists, and that it

receives money from rich countries and organizations in

order to do so many good and useful things for poor and

distressed people. Miracle or no miracle, it is certainly a

splendid piece of work, when

advanced research can be

taken from the laborato-

ry, be planted out in

the fields and go like

hot cakes - or potatoes!



A livelihood in
a nutshell

It starts and finishes with noise; rattling and clicking, bear-

able at first; whining and piercing in the end. But fortunate-

ly all this noise is the source of money and employment.

And in between there is a deep and blessed peacefulness.

"Some people say that we are at the end of the world," as a

local research worker puts it. "And they are right, but it also

means that we are right there where heaven begins."

You have to be something of a local patriot to agree

with him completely, but there are quite a number of those

here in this humid area of northern Bolivia, in the provin-

cial town of Riberalta, which is to be found in Beni, one of

the Amazon departments. The majority of these local patri-

ots are in fact new arrivals; the town grew from 4,000 to

25,000 inhabitants in a matter of 25 years, and it's still

expanding with a present population of 70,000. You can

almost call them villagers, because the far-reaching outskirts

of the town have grown by themselves with the traditional

poor men's houses made out of surplus planks from the

sawmills. And the great numbers of new families are not

really town dwellers, at least not all year round. This is

where the noise comes in. But let's start with the peaceful-

ness to be found in the heart of the countryside.

Fruit trees are becoming a good income earner in the new mixed
farming/forestry business

13
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Following the track of a
Brazil nut collector can be

done by any cub scout

A LIVELIHOOD IN A NUTSHELL

Farmers who do not farm

You can't really say that Christina Nunez Arzen is alone on

the farm. Three of her children are playing together with

her sister-in-law's two children in front of the house. They

are building roads and loading a little plastic truck with

sand to fill the holes in them. "If only someone would do

the same thing with the two gruelling dirt roads from Rib-

eralta," you think quietly to yourself. The one and a half-

hour trip is hard on both the car and its passengers.

Christina is sitting sensibly in the shade on the large cov-

ered terrace in front of the house together with her sister-

in-law, while the eldest daughter of the house minds the

pot containing dinner beneath the roof that covers the

open-walled kitchen and dining area.

However, the reason why you are tempted to say that

Christina is alone is because her husband, Edmundo Pino-

huari, is not there to tend the soil but away in the forest,

as is typical for this region. She explains that this is the

case more or less every day from December to March. He

also spends many days throughout the rest of the year in

the 2,400 hectares of forest area a few miles away, which

he owns in partnership with the 51 other members of the

farmers' association. In this house both husband and wife

are active members.

But it is the men who go to the forest. We would have

to delve back into obsolete schoolbooks in order to find

Edmundo's occupation: In Geography or History we once

learned that before agriculture became the usual thing,

there was a culture based on using nature in a less system-

atic way: "Food-gatherers and hunters" were how the farm-

ers' predecessors were referred to in books. One of Edmun-

do's neighbours, Jesus Marigua llilajola, has a shotgun

standing behind the door of his house like most other peo-

ple, even though very little hunting is done nowadays. But

"food-gatherers", well that goes a fair way in describing

what they do. But in this region there is nothing prehi-

storic about the work.

Edmundo is out gathering Brazil nuts. And we are talk-

ing about no mean amounts in the course of a season.
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Last year 1500 crates, equal to 33 tons, were gathered in

the association's forest alone. Edmundo was among the

most efficient gatherers; he dragged over three tons to the

collection area.

Foresters who are farmers after all
Edmundo arrives home on his bicycle, and takes over the

chair at the dining table as well as the explanation to the

guests, who are research workers and consultants from Rib-

eralta. When the rainy season is over in March-April, tree

felling begins. This is also a big scale operation. Last year

they felled 17 different sorts, in all 2,000 trees, or 18,000

cubic metres, which is what those in the know use for mea-

surement. That's how they calculate the income.

But these were not just any 2,000 trees, and they were

certainly not taken from all parts of the association's forest.

No, here things are under control; otherwise you are not

allowed to fell trees. Until the end of 1996 there was



apparently not much organization concerning tree felling,

neither here nor in other regions of Bolivia - and felling

was banned on principle. Fast movers with money, chain

saws and trucks cut their way into the forests and took all

the good timber they could find, particularly mahogany

and cedar. They were ruthless, because the laws were full

of loopholes and there is nothing to suggest that they

were respected. The mahogany era is regarded as being

finished in Bolivia for many decades to come, and the

cedar is also becoming rare.

New legislation passed in 1996 laid down very strict

requirements. In order to obtain permission to fell trees,

the owner - or often the user, because so far no effective

land register system functions in rural Bolivia - must draw

up a plan for his forest area with detailed information

about what grows where. So it's simply a matter of getting

out there and measuring TOO metre belts across the width

of the forest and dividing them into 20 metre belts in

length. It's up to you to give a description of what trees

A LIVELIHOOD IN A NUTSHELL

are where. And what we're talking about here was origi-

nally the rain forest; this is not a peaceful plantation.

After weeks of measuring a terrain with slopes and minor

rivers, a map is finally produced, and this together with a

description of usage has to be approved by the National

Forestry Authority. This description is reviewed critically;

certain patches may be classified as forest reserves, and

eventually the plan will be given the OK. - that is what

happened in the association's forest here, because they

had drawn up their plan with the support of the best local

expertise, a private organization.

But this does not mean the end of the requirements.

Now permission has to be given to fell the forest, and this

happens by way of an annual plan, in which a limited area

of the forest is selected, and actually includes numbering

every single tree that is to be felled. In order for the plan

to be approved, at least 20 percent of full-grown trees of

each particular sort must remain. This would never have

been possible without computers, but it does work - also

in the natural surroundings. That is to say, not all the sur-

roundings are natural because down in the bottom corner

of the plan is a clearly separate marked area intended for

agroforestry. They are after all farmers of a kind here.

Meanwhile, back at the farm

Christina has shown us around the land, explaining things

and answering questions from the research workers who

are inquisitive and untiring. In actual fact there isn't much

land, because even though the family bought 32 hectares

on paper when they arrived here in 1992, it proved to be

unmanageable because there were no maps or boundary

posts anywhere. So neighbours and newcomers took bites

of it because it's a good place to live, being near the

school and a Red Cross health clinic. There are probably

about five or six hectares that they can claim, but in this

limited area they have a little of all the many different

things that enable them to make ends meet.

There are still trees here from the original forest,

15

Agriculture in the middle,

forestry left, right and at

the back, or, in short:

agroforestry



The outside of the Brazil

nut cover might resemble a

coconut and calls for tough

tools and hard work to

break

including some Brazil nut trees from which the children

help to gather nuts. There are newly planted fruit trees, a

low variety of trees with large juicy fruit called cupuazu,

which are bearing fruit this year for the first time that is

certain to be sold to the private organization that produces

jam and juice and has a good domestic market in Bolivia.

Peach palms with lovely fruit grow here, and there are

16

bananas, citrus fruits, mangos and avocados. There is also

a tiny patch with maize and cassava for the family's own

needs.

There is certainly no room to clear land by burning

when it becomes necessary to move the domestic field in a

couple of years. The fruit trees stand on what was previ-

ously a stretch of field and more utility trees will probably

be planted next year, when or if they can afford to do so.

The family also want to acquire a little livestock, poultry

and pigs, and they want to move the house over to the

right side of the road between the fruit trees, because

otherwise it is difficult to have the harvest for themselves.

It all looks promising, and over the last couple of years

they have also been able to afford the bicycle and better

clothes for the family.

Money all the way round

Their neighbour, Jesus Marigua Uilajoli, is not quite as

optimistic, even though he has more land, 30 hectares. He

moved here 13 years ago from a private forest owner's vil-

lage when Bolivia's rubber tapping suffered a crisis for the

last and presumably final time. He joined the agroforestry

scheme at an earlier stage but, as he says himself, he is

not one of the best farmers and his trees started to bear

fruit later than the others'. He admits - to the obvious sat-

isfaction of the research workers - that in future he will fol-

low their guidelines much more closely, and among other

things he will carefully clear away weeds, because he can

see now with the help of hindsight that it is necessary, he

emphasises. But there is still some money in his house-

keeping, and also here it is based on gathering nuts, tree

felling and selling fruit.

Edmundo earns most on Brazil nuts: he made almost

6,000 bolivianos last year, while his share of tree cutting is

the same as Jesus Marigua's, which is 2,000 bolivianos.

Altogether this has given Christina and Edmundo an annu-

al income of about 10,000 bolivianos, because they both

receive an equal part of the money from tree felling. In

their housekeeping, without including the sale of fruit -



which is modest for the first few years - they have an
income of almost 1,600 US dollars without any real invest-
ment. This is quite a bit more than what ordinary people
can reckon on earning from a hard year's work.

Now let's go back to the clicking noises in the town to
take a look at the great amounts of money made on Brazil
nuts. You can already sense the proportions involved when
you stand outside the big warehouses belonging to one of
perhaps 20 producers of nuts to be found here. Sacks are
being dragged in from a truck and emptied out into heaps
that rise five or six metres above the plank floor. There are
people everywhere, but the great majority of them are sit-
ting on long benches behind piles of nuts in a big, airy
workshop. Between 200 and 300 people, mostly women,
are turning and cracking nuts with a little nut-cracking
device, and even though the volume is turned up so that
the salsa rhythms pound out of the loudspeakers, the
music cannot drown the nutcracker symphony.

About 6,500 people are employed as nutcrackers in the
Riberalta region. It's piecework and it pays quite a bit
more than the average working wage. There are about
1,300 employed as store workers and in other parts of pro-
duction work. It provides work nearly all the year round,
because it takes almost 10 months to process the harvest.
If we include those who are involved in transport and, not
least, the nut gatherers, we reach a total of something like
24,000 people, or close to half of the workforce of the
region, who are employed in the production of nuts every
year. Not only farmers but also the newcomers to the area
head out to the forest for several months of the year and
earn a good part of their annual income under primitive
conditions. The great majority of the country's Brazil nuts
come from the Riberalta area, and more than half of the
Brazil nuts sold in the world come from Bolivia. Export
proceeds amount to approximately 32 million dollars a
year.

And then there is that infernal din: On the outskirts of
town, at a good distance from the nearest neighbours,
planks are sawn out of the stout trunks that are brought

here in the dry season. Amid the whining and singing of
the band saws - and without the use of hearing protection
and inconvenient safety guards on the machines - the
skilled workers juggle with pieces of raw timber of between
three and four metres in length and produce, without using
tape measures or spacer blocks, perfectly straight - and
equally wide - planks for a timber factory at the other end
of the country. There is also employment and money in
timber, but a number of the men are specialist workers
from other parts of the country, and many of the sawmill
workers do not live in Riberalta, and therefore the majority
of their incomes do not circulate in this area.

Positive but vulnerable
Right now things are going really well in this district. But
times change, just as was the case with rubber tapping.
There is a belief, probably unfounded, that the collapsed
market will rise again. It is certainly forbidden to fell rub-
ber trees and, of course, Brazil nut trees. The good advice
given to farmers some years ago was to gather palm mar-
row as a delicacy for the export market. Of course, this
killed the full-grown palm trees in the forest, but when
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Nut cracking is piecework,
so many workers bring in
relatives to help keep the
crackers in full swing all
day
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supplies became scarce, new trees were planted on the
farms. It proved to be a passing trend. The bottom fell out
of the market, and the small new factories were forced to
close.

Brazil nuts are doing well, but new and more restrictive
regulations enforced by the EU and the USA that restrict
the use of dangerous storage poisons in nuts have made
new investments and improved techniques necessary. If
these restrictions are increased, or if it suddenly becomes
"unhealthy" or "old-fashioned" to eat nuts, an area like Rib-
eralta will be hard hit.

And now, finally, we come to the research workers.
They speak Spanish, which is what people do in Bolivia,
but a few of them often break into Dutch, because a gen-
erous amount of financial aid from the Netherlands has
been given to support development here. Since 1996, this
money has formed the basis for a project called PROMAB,
which includes elements of an educational, research and
advisory nature. The first has been carried out in co-opera-
tion between the forestry faculty of the local university and
the University of Utrecht in the Netherlands, which has
supplied technical support. Research is in the same way
rooted in the universities, but also directly in the staff of
the project itself.

Only a few of the 45 project employees have research
qualifications, so the fact that the international centre for
forestry research, CIFOR, has been able to finance two
research posts for a period of three years, and now has two
new research workers on the way, has played a constructive
role. They have in particular been involved in observation
and the collection of data concerning finance and living
conditions, and many of the figures quoted above are
based on their comprehensive fieldwork. This has con-
tributed to the establishment of a much better basis on
which to advise both authorities, farmers and their associa-
tions, and has made it possible on an equally high level to
supply industry with details and perspectives for the future.

It is through PROMAB and the private, local and partly
Dutch-financed private organisation 1PHAE that it has been
possible for the farmers to draw up the forest plans that
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were necessary if they were to make use of the new legisla-

tion. And PROMAB has been an indispensable support for

the local authorities, which at short notice - and in fact

with quite good results - were given the responsibility for

implementing the demands of the forestry legislation, after

the many years of weak control by the central government

in La Paz.

A very important lesson that has been learned from the

ups and downs experienced by this region is that it is no

good relying too heavily on a single product or a particu-

lar line of trade - and it is of the utmost importance to be

extremely aware of the market situation and if necessary

lead the way by means of industrial product development

and the creation of marketing outlets, as IPHAE do. Both

CIFOR's analyses and the practical advice given are saturat-

ed with the message that every opportunity should be

opened to the full, and that is why agroforestry and agri-

culture are now the central issues in much of the guidance

given to the farmers. They very rarely have an agricultural

background, and this becomes apparent when you walk

through a newly laid-out orchard where the weeds are

overrunning the trees. In other words, it's no good going

off to the forest for three months in the rainy season and

leaving the orchard to take care of itself.

It will take time to instil a solid sense of farming culture

into the inhabitants of Riberalta. But some skilful and goal-

oriented work is being carried out based on excellent inter-

action between research workers, practicians and the

authorities. And they know a lot about what they are

doing and where they are going, not least because local

knowledge forms the basis for research and guidance.

Sources of income will undoubtedly con-

tinue to be vulnerable and slightly too one-

sided for a long while to come. So it's a

very good idea to take the advice of a

well-known travel book on Bolivia:

- eat more Brazil nuts!

Efficient and fast timber production - if you can stand the
noise and keep your fingers out of the danger zone
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Nicaragua and Honduras

Mostly uphill

There has been hectic activity in the kitchen room at the

rear of the wooden house since five o'clock this morning.

But now at midday, there is enough food on the terrace

table for a whole company of soldiers. Everything is neatly

covered by a tablecloth to keep it warm - but also so that

as little as possible is revealed to the host of inquisitive vil-

lagers, who have gathered in the yard. For what is about

to be presented here is something new for most people.

All kinds of chairs, stools and benches are collected

from the house and from neighbouring houses, and in a

jiffy the majority of villagers are sitting with their eyes and

expectations focused on the terrace. A farmer's wife by the

name of Bertha Adilia Jarquin is in charge of serving the

food, and she is in all respects a central figure. It is in her

family's kitchen that everything has been prepared, and it

is on her initiative that a group of 15 women have been

working energetically since early morning.

Their reward is not the meal that is about to be served,

but all the new things that the group have taught them-

selves and each other in the process. In fact, what they

have prepared is a complete menu from products based

on soya beans, which are not very well known. That is to

say, they are not so well known in this region of central

Nicaragua, because in general soya beans are an enor-

mously popular crop in many parts of the world, and are
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used as an ingredient in a fantastic number of food prod-

ucts.

The lunch is part of a campaign to promote variety in

nutrition. It is known from tests in the research fields that

this low-growing bean plant does well, and there will be

some good new varieties of soya available before long. So

this is the right time to present it, and the villagers help

themselves to deep-fried buns and the grain mash

flavoured with green herbs. A delicious vanilla-flavoured

pudding drink and small dessert balls of deep-fried soya

batter follow this obvious success. The children are also

catered for, last, naturally, after the day's guests from the

city, the women who have prepared the food and the

men, who are almost in a majority. The children are an

important factor here, because it is they - and not least

the infants among them - who will really benefit from the

new crop that is rich in protein.

No one can guarantee that they will go home and pre-

pare to sow soya from the beginning of next season. That

is something that will need careful consideration. But this

presentation will certainly add an extra spark of inspiration

to the catalogue of possibilities, which is in the process of

changing people's way of life here in Wibuse, a village

that lies up and down the mountainside in the district of

San Dionisio.
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Where are we?
Mountainside is perhaps not the correct expression,

because by that you would tend to imagine rocky slopes.

On the contrary, we are in a very green landscape with a

mixture of woodland and small fields on the slopes, which

farmers in richer agricultural countries would have left to

lie fallow a long time ago. A tractor would be no good at

all. But here you have to use everywhere where animals

and people are able to keep their balance. There is no suit-

able land elsewhere.

In Nicaragua 45 per cent of all land areas are very

hilly. The picture is similar in its neighbouring countries.

And this is the situation for 525 million people worldwide

- their horizon is generally one that slopes.

It is not easy to get anything out of the soil here. The

natural surroundings are extremely vulnerable. Billions of

tons of good topsoil slide or are washed away by the rain

every year in this type of terrain, causing problems for

agriculture, blocking streams and silting up rivers and

lakes. Care has to be taken so that things are not made

worse, but it is possible to achieve a great deal by acting

wisely.

In spite of widespread poverty, the individual farmer often

thinks on a surprisingly long-term basis, even though

securing soil and water for the fields involves extensive

and demanding work. However, even if you take sensible

precautions in your own fields, there is the risk that every-

thing can be destroyed due to landslides from inadequate-

ly secured fields higher up, or because streams change

course when blocked. It demands knowledge - and co-

operation, for which no real tradition has existed, because

the typical pattern has been "every man for himself".

This is no one-off show
Let us return to the substantial lunch. It might have sound-

ed a bit like an active housewives' association meeting, but

that is far from being a true picture. On the other hand, it

is an association of a kind and, by the way, the chairperson

is a man. In fact, it is precisely a question of the "sloping"

agriculture and of ensuring progress, and preferably at the

same time protecting and improving the vulnerable natu-

ral surroundings that Wibuse lies in the middle of, and

lives on. So this association is involved in a lot of other

and very different activities.

It would perhaps be more accurate to call it a form of

co-operation. It started in this district in 1997 and is based

on a model, which was developed by the international

research centre, CIAT, over a number of years in Colombia

and subsequently in Honduras. Initially, a local organiza-
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Dona Bertha with helpers

ready to serve new soya

dishes to the many cooks

and guests



Unexpected free lunch

party, and not even on a

holiday. And what s more:

It's tasty.

The new beans require the

same amount of hard

manual labour as the tradi-

tional varieties, like when

they are dried in the field

tion calls a meeting to discuss the most urgent agricultural

problems facing the village. This was met with great inter-

est in Wibuse, because the neighbouring village had

already started experimenting with different possibilities

for agricultural innovation. They had formed a CIAL.

This is the Spanish abbreviation for the Local Commit-

tee for Agricultural Research. In Wibuse they wanted to

establish a CIAL, and they discussed back and forth consid-

ering in what areas the initial work should be carried out.

Beans and maize was the obvious answer, because these

are by far the most dominant crops. At the meeting they

elected the four CIAL members who would work on this

project together with specialists from the local area and

from Managua, which is a three-hour drive from the vil-

lage, provided that you have transport.

Dona Bertha was elected as a CIAL member, and for

her this means a one and a quarter hour walk along the

dirt road to the highway to catch the bus to Matagalpa.

From there she has to travel on to Managua, so the capital

is in several senses a long way off for people who live in

Wibuse. However, the establishment of a CIAL meant that

they could now get expert advice.

Two kinds of experts
It was not, however, external experts who determined the

agenda. This was decided through a long dialogue about

what was needed and what could be built on tradition.

The CIAL members are all experienced farmers, and they
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have a good sense of what will work and what is not worth

trying out. The dialogue was not only on crops, but equal-

ly importantly about how they were usually grown. A great

number of suggestions were presented, and small-scale

farmers who volunteered carried out initial research on

very limited patches of land.

The experts explained the principles behind the research

fields, where each individual experiment is repeated sys-

tematically over an area to avoid a situation where coinci-

dental conditions in one corner of the field could give mis-

leading results. New varieties were tried out with various

treatments of the soil, both with and without various types

of fertilizer. This was organized scientifically, with the well-

known varieties using traditional methods grown in sec-

tions of the same field as means of comparison.
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But "field" is actually precisely the wrong word. These

small-scale farmers have seldom more than a few hectares

of land, so it was only possible to use large beds for each

little part of the research. And many people rejected this -

that puny piece of land was nothing to go by! However,

these tests made an impression after all, and the number

increased from one growing season to the next.

Today, this research has been put into practice. Two

completely new varieties of beans are being grown in this

area, tested together with others, discussed in the village,

thoroughly evaluated and approved by the farming fami-

lies who use them. There is also a new kind of maize on its

way to the fields. Not just any variety, but one that has

been through tests on the spot and has passed through the

critical, local eye of a needle. In the process, they have also

learned a lot about thoughtful growing methods and more

effective ways of enriching the soil using agricultural

waste. Not many farmers here can afford to buy fertilizer.

And I f s gaining ground

In Honduras, Nelson Palma Alvarado tells the same kind of

story about his village La Portadilla. It was here that hurri-

cane Mitch did so much damage, but their C1AL - started in

1996 - was a natural framework for providing quick aid. It

was possible to implement the follow-up with new varieties

of beans and maize so quickly because they had already car-

ried out research in the district along the lines that the CIAL

members had worked with and approved the results of.

Colombia - where all this started - now has several

hundred ClALs, and here they have expectations that all

the rural districts will organize themselves in this way in

order to renew and improve agriculture, and to protect

soil, water and the environment in general. Similar initia-

tives are also under way in Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, El Sal-

vador and Venezuela.

The organization of a CIAL is based on the idea of pro-

viding a great many experts with specialized knowledge

who can advise small-scale farmers, researchers, voluntary

organizations and local or national authorities. But tradi-

tionally there has not been much dialogue between the

various parties, and the authorities have lacked the funds

necessary to establish an effective extension system.

The knowledge possessed by specialists is often limited

to a very narrow subject and at the same time lacking in

knowledge of local conditions. CIAL farmers can define

what is needed and select the precise kind of expert advice

that they can use. They are also able to weed out the sug-

gestions that have no chance of working in their particular

district. No wonder that researchers like ClAT's people in

the field are pleased. They are able to make contact with

those farmers who can use their ideas and new offers more

quickly and less expensively. They can sense that there is

more interest, and they learn much in the process due to

the ongoing discussion and evaluation of their contribu-

tion.
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The few leftover tree

seedlings from a successful

campaign to cover uphill

stream banks
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The selection of new varie-

ties is tempting - and so

are the contour plants - but

few shoppers buy on an

impulse in this supermarket

But there's not much to go round
A little way off one of the many dirt roads in the San Dion-

iso district stands a small, half-empty nursery. Fortunately,

there are not many saplings in black plastic bags left. It's

been a hard time. At one point they had to be watered

with cans filled and carried from a brook several hundred

metres away. But it was a worthwhile and important task,

and the five plucky individuals indicate proudly where the

saplings once stood before they were fetched by other

farmers to be put to very good use: To be planted around

streams and especially at their sources at the crests of the

hills.

Many farmers in this valley became more and more

worried during the 1990s. It was clear that the landscape

was becoming increasingly worn-out, and it was evident

that things would really go wrong unless some kind of

action was taken.

CIAT contacted all the organizations and authorities that
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work with agriculture and the environment in this long val-

ley - the watershed area that lies around the Calico River.

They were called to a meeting together with all the various

groups of farmers in the area - and therefore also the first

ClALs - with the purpose of forming a joint assembly,

which would represent them all, both large and small. The

idea behind this was to get all these representatives to co-

ordinate their activities in the area. This may sound

straightforward, but it was certainly not the case. Pioneers

from a similar initiative in Colombia could report that

organizations that had operated in the same local area for

ten years had never spoken to each other.

The name of this assembly had the right ring about it:

"Campos Verdes" - green fields. It did not take long for

them to agree that it was a good idea to tackle problems

on a wider front, but it became apparent that there was no

real advantage in including the more formal organizations.

It was the grass roots that needed to be involved in order

to carry out this operation. Canada granted Campos Verdes

a limited amount of initial capital to implement the experi-

ments, and the committee that included a representative

from every village in the valley started to analyze the prob-

lems and find solutions.

The model used was the same as in the new ClALs: The

farmers are the ones who are wearing the shoes and know

where they pinch; the specialists can advise; suitable sug-

gestions are selected. It was a bold plan to try out replant-

ing, because from the individual farmer's point of view

there is little to be gained in the short term. The commu-

nity as a whole reaps the advantages of this policy and it

takes a number of years before they are felt. So the owner

of the land surrounding a source could quite understand-

ably ask the question: "Why does it have to be me?"

There's no getting around it
At the ClAT's local office in San Dioniso a papier mache

model of the valley is on display. This is one of the keys

for understanding why it is necessary to make a common

effort. This model was built during one of the many well-
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organized courses that have been held to give the authori-

ties, the organizations and the farmers' representatives a

better insight into the problems involved, as well as the

need and possibilities for intervention. This active local sur-

veying is a single element from one of the nine course

subjects that are offered.

It's no easy task to grasp exactly what the local area

looks like; what is grown where; where the river flows at a

particular time; where its sources well up; how high the

vegetation is off the beaten track; where there have been

landslides; and where there would seem to be danger

signs. But it is important and useful to gain an insight into

these factors, and when they are combined with modern

satellite pictures in another part of the course, the serious-

ness of it becomes unavoidable. Especially the images that

show the depressing development over a period of years

make an impression.

It cannot be allowed to continue: Fences must be erect-

ed, protection created, reorganization and replanting are

necessary. Many are involved in the work. Campos Verdes

has some money available for materials, so the farmers

who give up some of their land - and thereby, for exam-

ple, are not able to let their cattle graze right down by the

streams in order to avoid destroying the banks - can be

helped to lay pipes to supply water to their troughs. And

they can receive special intensive guidance about how to

get more out of the rest of their land. In this way it gradu-

ally becomes apparent to the majority that it really is a

good deal.

A green supermarket

By the side of one of the other roads in the valley there is

an impressive sign with the names of a host of organiza-

tions - and ClAT's agricultural specialist admits that there

really ought to be many more, while he takes great plea-

sure in showing us around his SOL. This is a large, fertile

stretch of land with an abundance of crops in small sec-

tions of field. In fact, it's not his SOL at all, because it real-

ly belongs to the whole valley. This is where the farmers

meet to discuss what they want to try out on a slightly

larger scale than they have room for on their own farms.

This is where they are getting ready for the new soya

beans that we tasted at lunch.

The specialists started in a small way three years ago,

because at first the farmers were not so inventive and

mostly just interested in seeing new varieties. Now the

eight hectares are full of crops, and also contain complete-

ly new things like rice without irrigation. On the other side

of the road there are meadows with new and fertile forage

grass, another offer from ClAT's research department. And

perhaps the most important thing of all here: A demon-

stration of a great number of examples of how planting

can protect the steep fields against landslides or soil being

washed away. Tall elephant grass follows the terrain in

curves, is replaced by double rows of pineapple, and suc-

ceeded by low tufts of grass and stonewalls - for trial and

comparison.

Translated directly, SOL means: Supermarket of possibil-

ities for hillside agriculture. This is a place where it is possi-

ble to shop around and see what kind of solutions are

available for solving the particular problems that farmers

are up against on their own land. All the goods on the

shelves are relevant, because they have been specially

selected so that they meet the needs of the local area, and

in some cases it is the customers who have placed the

order.

And this is really the explanation as to why the farmers

are so involved and why they go for the new offers

that CIAT has made available

to them: They are the

ones who have supplied

the questions and

often part of the

answers. Previous-

ly, they were sel-

dom asked.

k
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LANDSCAPES
OF LATIN AMERICA

Well over one third of Latin America is devoted

to production of crops and livestock. But farm-

ers face persistent and daunting challenges in

maintaining - let alone improving - the produc-

tivity of up to half of these lands. More than 40

percent of the agricultural landscapes of Latin

America have significant soil productivity con-

straints. Some of these constraints are a direct

consequence of the conditions under which the

soils themselves were formed - such as the low

soil fertility of the vast tropical savannas of the

Amazon and Orinoco river basins. Other con-

straints, like the high rates of soil erosion from

the often steep, tropical hillsides of Central

America, are made even worse by inappropriate

methods of intensifying food production. High

Andean agroecosystems represent other chal-

lenging production environments, as do now

the overgrazed pastures and nutrient-depleted

croplands of the pampas. Irrigated areas

throughout the region are affected by waterlog-

ging and the accumulation of harmful salts.

The hillside agroecosystems of tropical

America cover about 1 million square kilome-

ters in the Andean region and Central America

- especially Honduras, El Salvador and

Guatemala - and sustain an estimated 10 mil-

lion small farmers in areas that were predomi-

nantly forested. Large commercial enterprises

often acquire flatter lowlands for industrial

export crops, leading to pervasive and still

expanding use of hillsides for subsistence or

low-level commercial food crop production.

About half of these areas show signs of serious

environmental degradation. This is often the

case where agricultural and resource manage-

ment practices have not kept pace with popu-

lation growth. Inequalities in land distribution

associated with insecure land tenure have lead

to deforestation and overgrazing and other

forms of over-exploitation.

Soil erosion is by far the most important

aspect of soil degradation in these tropical hill-

sides because of the intense rainfall, relatively

steep slopes, and soil properties. Attempts to

cultivate hillsides more intensively using tradi-

tional methods tend to accelerate loss of fertile

topsoil. As a consequence, only a limited num-

ber of very resilient crops are able to flourish. In

such cases, the capacity to meet even subsis-

tence food needs can be seriously compromised,

often resulting in the abandonment of non-pro-

ductive lands and rural-urban migration.

In the densely-populated hillsides, deforesta-

tion, overgrazing and soil erosion have important

on-farm, community, and downstream conse-

quences. Mitigating these problems can involve

collective action across households and commu-

nities in entire watersheds. It also relies on com-

munities gaining improved access to technolo-

gies, information and other forms of support.

Tropical savannas consist of low shrubs and

tough grasses and with, typically, a 4 to 6 month

dry season and an annual rainfall of some 1,200

to 2,000 millimeters. Savannas occupy large

parts of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela

and, despite their fertility problems, are per-

ceived by some as the continent's last great

source of unlocked agricultural potential. In

Brazil, technology development, extension, and

soil liming practices have served to limit fertility

constraints. But elsewhere crop yields in the

savannas tend to be significantly less than those

of other agroecosystems. But savannas do con-

tribute an increasing share of total agricultural

production, especially in Colombia, Venezuela

and Brazil. Generally, the physical quality of

these soils is good. They tend to be deep, well

drained and easily cultivated - although "no-

tillage" practices that improve soil condition are

being increasingly adopted. However, the pro-

ductivity of savanna soils is severely constrained

by their very high acidity combined with low

nutrient status, both major growth-limiting fac-

tors. Furthermore, many savanna soils contain

high concentrations of aluminum and man-

ganese that inhibit root development. A restrict-

ed root system severely limits yields by making

crops more vulnerable to drought and unable to

take up available plant nutrients. Other savanna

soils contain iron sulfides that generate large

amounts of sulfuric acid when exposed to air.

Conversion to agricultural exploitation has

exposed large areas of these soils. Acid leachate,

plus the aluminum, iron and the heavy metals

that this releases from soils, can cause significant

environmental and economic problems.

Research has shown that yields can be

improved if the high levels of exchangeable

aluminum can be reduced and if more nutri-

ents are supplied. But chemical inputs, such as

fertilizer and lime or gypsum to reduce soil
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acidity, are not affordable or accessible to all

farmers and, by themselves, are often insuffi-

cient to sustain yields on a long-term basis.

Breeding crops and pasture species for higher

tolerance of these soil constraints, as well as

designing more sustainable farming systems

are some of the avenues currently being fol-

lowed by - among others - CGIAR scientists.

The information for this text was compiled by Stanley

Wood of IFPRI and edited with the author of the book.
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Bolivia

Boring as it might look,

these farmers and

agronomists can walk for

hours through any green

field

Fatter farming
in thin air

It looks almost like a search. The group of Bolivian research

workers and agronomists move in a chain through the low

wheat and exchange comments from one to the other about

what they find in the field: Poor growth due to excess water

in the low-lying areas, taller crops where several straws have

been left behind after last year's harvest, thin sections where

sowing has evidently not been done carefully. And they can

carry on, field after field, hour after hour. They do not

appear to notice the very beautiful countryside, the high val-

leys lying above the town of Cochabamba in eastern Bolivia,

with a string of mountains and greenery everywhere, here in

the middle of the plentiful rainy season.

Perhaps we should mention that this is a search. This large

group are out here looking for the results of their aid, guid-

ance and practical co-operation with the small farmers, and

one farmer after another joins their ranks as the chain moves

across his patch of land. They are also willing to continue for

hours, just to look at and discuss the wheat, because there is a

lot at stake. You might think that we are talking about money,

but that is too simple, because it is their daily bread, the fami-

ly's health and vitality, and not least the children's future that

grows here in these fields. And, of course, money in the hand

from the sale of what the family can't eat itself - money to

improve and renew the household and farming.

Cerilo Jimenez would almost certainly like to be in the
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chain, but the invasion of experts from Cochabamba includes

an extra group of people who want to know a bit more

about his farming rather than what can be seen in the fields

here a few months before the harvest. So he sits down

patiently at the long table in his clay house and tells us

about this and that in his everyday life, while his immediate

neighbours huddle together along the wall behind him in

order to listen and offer their comments. They are also farm-

ers belonging to the same group, who have received advice

and good suggestions about their wheat over the last couple

of years, and each of them can tell a story similar to Cerilo's.

Just about on average

To be a bit more precise, we are in Koluyo Grande, which lies

a couple of hours' drive east of Cochabamba. The Jiminez

family have seven children, who have to be fed from eight

hectares of more or less average land. In Northern Europe,

it's many years since anyone has run a farm of this size on

anything else than a part-time basis. Here too, there is only

one harvest a year, and the winter frost stops farming activi-

ties for several months each year. It also resembles the kind

of small farms that were commonplace in Europe many years

ago in other ways: A bit of everything, livestock and crops,

and the soil is mainly worked by hand.



At the Jiminez farm you find wheat, potatoes, peas, maize

and barley in the fields, and there is also a meadow for the

two oxen and the two cows. They can make ends meet, but

the difference between making a correct or an unfortunate

judgement in relation to rain or drought can be decisive, and

therefore it is necessary to bet on several different crops so

that there is always something that gives a reasonable result.

Good ideas are always worth looking at, but they really have

to be safe bets rather than just good ones.

Unexpected visitors
Good ideas came to this district 18 months ago when a cou-

ple of agronomists turned up at the Jiminez family's small

houses opposite the village school. They gathered a group of

neighbours who were willing to take a chance to get more

out of their wheat fields - at least, as an experiment on part

of the land. The visit was a surprise because the wheat pro-

ject, which they had heard something about from other vil-

lages, had not yet reached Koluyo Grande and they had no

expectations that anything new was about to happen.

This all has something to do with the fact that Bolivia is

in the middle of a difficult period of transition with regard

to agricultural development. The public system for agricul-

tural research and advisory services had been very ineffi-

cient during the 1990s. It received inadequate financial

backing and half-hearted support. Finally - that is to say

in 1997 - it was simply closed down, and plans were

drawn up to establish a new system based on privatization.

In the meantime, there has not been much to offer small

farmers. The large farms in the plains have had their asso-

ciations for the major crops such as soya, and they have

been able to receive advice from their organizations. But

nothing happened for Jiminez and his neighbours.

The unexpected visit was a result of one of the initiatives

that has ensured that not all expertise regarding guidance

and research has been lost, while farmers are waiting for a

new arrangement, which will presumably be based on large

regional foundations and competition for funds from various

projects and organizations. SAIBOL was written on the side of

the little blue pick-up truck that climbed up over the grassy

slopes on its way to Cerilo's fields in 1999 for the first time.

The villagers soon discovered that this abbreviation was the

logo of a private organization of agronomists that carries out

research and offers guidance about improved crops, and bet-

ter methods of growing and marketing. The money behind

this type of initiative comes from a number of sources, in this

case from an interesting consortium called PROTRIGO. This

will be explained later when we visit the pleasant headquar-

ters of SAIBOL in Cochabamba. For the time being, we will
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The pretty part of this
breathtaking landscape is
the newly built water
reservoir, the experts will
tell you



Onions are a reliable crap

for senor Tenaza, extend-

ing the growing season for

him

stay in the field and defy the muddy roads and the rustic

accommodation and catering establishments.

Dynamic initiators

Totora is a beautifully situated, picturesque but very worn-

down little provincial town. It has steep ascents and

descents, was seriously hit by an earthquake some years

ago, and is apparently in doubt as to whether it really is

worth repairing the damage. The town is important

because of its market place, which is where the farmers

from the district sell their surplus produce. Above the town

the countryside opens out and one of the extremely beau-

tiful points from which there is a view is fittingly called

Buenavista. Here lives Segundo Terrazas, who is a supplier

to Totora's market. He is the father of eight children and in

many ways he looks just like an average farmer.

But there is a very different apportionment of crops in

his eight hectares of hilly soil. Wheat, maize and potatoes,

naturally, but at the start of his land there is about half a

hectare full of splendid onions, and further down the field

another vegetable called okra, which has long green stalks
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that are crisp and delicious and something similar to pea-

pods. Earlier on in the year there have been carrots and

lettuce, and now that soil is being prepared for potatoes.

It is somewhat late in the season, but Segundo has a

trump up his sleeve: He has built himself a large rainwater

pond just beyond the vegetable field, and for the past

three years he has been able to irrigate it, extending the

season considerably and earning good money by selling

the fresh products in town. The field is particularly well

fenced in with five stretches of barbed wire, but the expla-

nation is self-evident when you see the 30 sheep that are

impatiently waiting to leave their pen and gnaw at any-

thing available. He has invested 1,200 dollars in the pond

and the fencing, which is a lot of money. It may seem a

bit curious that you can always reckon on everyone here

being able to quote prices in dollars without hesitation. In

fact, it is a habit that goes back several years to the time

when the boliviano was devalued every other day.

Terrazas is full of initiative and completely on a par with

Raymondo Hinojosa in Tiraque, further down in the dales.

We don't really need to ask: six hectares of land, nine chil-

dren, wheat, potatoes, maize, oca - a local tuberous veg-

etable - barley, and also peas. The difference here is a well-

maintained 25-year-old tractor in the yard and a fine but

well-used truck. There is a good explanation for this, and that

is that Raymondo buys up and fattens cattle, which he trades

at the best cattle market in the district. The family sells its

surplus crops from the fields and its homemade cheese at

another market. Senora Hinojosa handles this trade.

There are a number of variations on this theme, but in

cases where families manage particularly well it is always

because they have staked on a wide variety of opportuni-

ties, and because they keep a careful eye on the market

and make adjustments according to fluctuations in prices.

The wheat project

It is in this light that PROTRIGO, the project for the advanc-

ement of wheat growing in most of Bolivia, becomes so

inspiring. Over coffee and biscuits in SAIBOL's headquar-



FATTER FARMING IN THIN AIR

ters in Cochabamba, the agronomists give us a detailed

explanation of the aims of the project, which are to fill the

vacuum left by the collapse of the public system by carry-

ing out research and offering guidance. The main task is to

develop improved growing practice and offer better plant-

ing stock, so that the yield is enhanced and the environ-

ment and natural resources are treated with consideration.

The money for this extensive three-year project comes

indirectly from the EU and the USA in the form of funds

from food aid, but is channelled through Bolivia's min-

istries of agricultural and finance. Expertise is to a great

extent supplied by the international research centre for

maize and wheat, CIMMYT, which has its headquarters in

Mexico but also a branch in Santa Cruz in Bolivia. This is

staffed by a British wheat researcher, who hikes along

energetically and enthusiastically in the chain of absorbed

experts in the research fields.

The work starts with an identification of the best vari-

eties for the different climatic and soil conditions in

Bolivia, and there are an infinite number to choose from

in CIMMYT's store of wheat varieties, which have been

developed for over 30 years and used all over the world.

The next stage is to find suitable channels for reaching the

farmers in the shape of private organizations like SAIBOL.

After this the farmers have to be organized in groups, if

there is not already a local association, because experience

has shown that it has a much more positive effect when

demonstrations and courses are held for groups of neigh-

bours. Cirilo Jimenez and his colleagues in Koluyo confirm

in the field that they support and encourage each other.

From here on things can develop in slightly different

ways. In some places they start by borrowing a piece of

land from a farmer in order to demonstrate what can be

achieved with the new varieties and by using new methods

with the soil. Farmers are prepared to travel great dis-

tances - at least great distances by foot - in order to make

an evaluation. In other places a package deal is agreed

directly with the farmers: PROTRIGO offers new items free

of charge or at reduced rates in the first season. Farmers

do most of the work and grow wheat using the new

method, but at the same time - in order to make a com-

parison - in the way they are used to and have considered

being the correct and best method.

All this is supported by close guidance and days with

courses. And certainly, wheat forms the core of these cours-

es, but from an overall point of view the main subject is

good farming, and therefore other produce are naturally

included when advice is being given about rotating between

crops over a period of three to four years. Guidance and

instruction are the whole time slightly ahead of the

approaching phase of the season from ploughing to harvest.

All sorts of news
"From ploughing to harvest" is not really a particularly pre-

cise term to use here, because for many of the farmers the

process starts without ploughing, but with soil treatment that

is actually called "plough-free growing". The next good piece

of advice is to leave the straw lying in the fields after harvest

to decompose so that the soil retains a certain amount of fer-

tilizer. This also allows the soil to retain its moisture, and the

structure of the topsoil improves. If you are in any doubt

about the effects of green manure, you become more con-

vinced after a visit to PROTRIGO's research station. SAIBOL

travels around with a number of small, light sowing machines,

which can be drawn by one or two oxen. A pair of discs cut a

groove in the soil, while seeds and a small amount of fertiliz-

er are sprinkled down into the narrow furrows.

Traditional ploughing requires that the soil is turned

twice by hand before sowing, by using classical, gentle

movements, and then the plough turns the soil once again

to cover the seeds. Leaving the ploughing out can save

much time, germination is considerably more effective,

and fewer seeds are necessary. And it's much easier to

weed when the corn grows in rows as opposed to being

spread haphazardly in the field.

However, not all farmers see these new ideas as a bless-

ing, because it can be difficult to sow if the straw is not

completely decomposed - and the straw could have been

used as cattle fodder - while the weeds grow more if the
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Fattening cattle is Raymon-

do Hinojosa's way to

secure a most needed cash

flow when the barn is

empty



FATTER FARMING IN THIN AIR

Tough times for wheat in
trie experiment station fields.
But some varieties can take
it and recommend them-
selves to visiting farmers

soil has not been turned. Segundo

Terraza is not interested in trying

out the new technique, while Cerilo

Jimenez hopes that he will soon be

able to buy one of the small sow-

ing machines, as he reckons that

he can get his sowing done in a

quarter of the usual time, because

he prepared a new field using the

new method just before Christmas.

But there are other ways of

dealing with the weeds, and they

would appear to be very necessary because of the very

aggressive small, dense plants with white flowers that

invade every inch of bare soil. The fields have to be

sprayed to prevent everything from being choked, and this

is done a single time when the new plants have become

established. But in comparison with how things were

before - because they have been spraying the fields for

many years - it is now done with a considerably milder

type of weed killer, and at the most effective time.

Another piece of advice that works is to use more fertil-

izer. There is seldom much manure, so it is a question of

adding chemicals. The usual recipe has been - that is when

they have been able to afford it - to use a portion of fertil-

izer equal to half the amount of seed. But all the compar-

isons that have been made in the field show that this tradi-

tional method produces much poorer results than the new

guidelines: Use equal amounts of seed and fertilizer.

What does experience say?
Of course, PROTRIGO's three year programme will not be a

very long time to transform a traditional occupation like

agriculture, but it is estimated that approximately 5 per

cent of the wheat growers in Bolivia are involved in this

project that has now been running for two years, which is

a really good result. And you can certainly also include a

lot of others, who have attended demonstration days and

the walks through the fields. Eufronio Cevallos, who is a
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big farmer with 80 hectares of land that he inherited from

his father, has a very accurate picture of the figures and

profits involved. The new types of wheat alone have

increased his yield by 20 percent in comparison with the

wheat he used before PROTRIGO made its offer available.

And he also has something in common with the others

who are involved in this project: He has gradually become

a better farmer who has much more knowledge about

what is necessary in order to get more out of the soil.

One thing that is typical for all of the farmers involved

is that the guidelines have given them the incentive to try

other crops, because it is so necessary to vary what is

grown in order to prevent the soil from becoming exhaust-

ed and to stop disease and weeds from taking a strangle-

hold. A completely new initiative to be found in many

places is the big faba bean, which is good for filling

saucepans and wallets, if you have surplus production to

sell at market. As is the case with leguminous plants, it has

the advantage that it emits nitrogen into the soil; it grows

quickly and meets the needs for providing money and

food before the bigger crops are ready. So adjustments are

being made and farmers are now on the look out for

something new. The praiseworthy factors that run right

through this project are that everyone has learnt a lot

about the need for using more fertilizer and that they now

deal with the weed problem before it gets out of hand.

And this story begins and ends with the future: To

ensure their children a better educational start. Sometimes

it may be necessary to divide the family, as is the case with

Segundo Terrazas, where the children live with their mother

in Totora and where two out of eight

now attend the secondary __

school. Everyone else

ought to give the same

priority to improving

agriculture in Bolivia.

CIAT and the private

organizations are clearly

prepared to continue their

constructive involvement.



In a way it's a bit of an injustice to take a photograph of

Alfredo Ferreira and his wife Raimunda in front of the wood-

en house, with the big parabolic dish in the foreground and

the truck parked in the newly built carport. You might easily

get the impression that these are the most important things

in their lives. On the other hand, you wouldn't be complete-

ly wrong, because Alfredo bought the pick-up last year -

second-hand, of course - as the fulfilment of a big, and

until recently, impossible dream. And even if their 14-inch

television set runs on a car battery, it's still a television.

But the most important thing is really that Raimunda and

Alfredo's ten children, 11 in fact, if you count an adopted

grandchild, have got off to a good start in life, or are going to

school and will therefore have a better ballast than was nor-

mal when their parents were young. It would also be difficult

to get the children together in order to take a picture, because

even though some of them live with their own families in

small houses near the main building, most of them are scat-

tered around the farm and are busy doing various jobs.

No, the Ferreira family have got their priorities right; the

children come first. But that is no reason to stop them from

being pleased about having a practical truck where most of

the family can sit in the cab or on the back. And it's very

handy on the long and jolting dirt road that leads up to the

highway, when they have something to send to the market

Settlers in the
rain forest

in Rio Branco, which is a two-mile drive to the north. The

town lies almost as far west as you can go in Brazil and is

the capital of the state of Acre in Amazon country.

An ultra-short history lesson

Raimunda and Alfredo do not originate from this district.

In fact, not many people do, because this forest region

was totally uninhabited when Brazil annexed it from

Bolivia around 1900, in one of the many political and mil-

itary battles that secured Bolivia's neighbours sizeable por-

tions of what was once an enormous country. For a long

time the area was deserted, and no original population

has ever really existed here.

But soon after the beginning of the last century, Brazil

Brazil

The Ferreiras have come a
long way from the meagre

beginning when the land

was opened less than
twenty years ago



SETTLERS IN THE RAIN FOREST

Newly burnt land under

cultivation for the first time

ever. -And probably never

to be burnt down again

began to colonize the area in order to secure its national

affiliation. Rio Branco became a small town in the 1920s

and in 1964 it was made the capital of Acre. Growth has

developed in waves since the 1960s at times when Brazil

has offered land and subsidies in order to increase the

population of the area, which of course was expected to

contribute something towards the national economy. At

the same time, Acre and the neighbouring states were able

to absorb a portion of the impoverished people from the

densely populated regions of southeastern Brazil.

The Ferreiras are atypical in a number of ways. They

originate from the state of Amazonas and actually know a

lot about farming in the rain forest region from where

they grew up. But in Amazonas they felt that it was almost

impossible to make anything out of it, and therefore they

moved here when they were both 28 years old as the first

settlers in this colony, as the development programme is

referred to. The government opened up a dirt road into

the forest and handed out quite sizeable plots of land for

free. Raimunda and Alfredo were given a standard piece of

land of 80 hectares. In all, 5,000 families live here in the

Pedro Peixoto colonization project.

It was simply a matter of going to work with chainsaws,

machetes and matches to clear enough space to build a

wooden house, and making a start with some farming,

because the rain forest was dense and tall and without

paths. And it was therefore also necessary to fell the good

trees in order to acquire some money for the housekeeping.

So healthy hands were more than welcome. And this led to

a lot of mistakes, because it was seldom that the other sett-

lers had the necessary background to enable them to farm

and exploit the natural surroundings in areas like Acre.

Groping in the dark

The major purpose of opening up the forest country was

to make Brazil more prosperous and also hopefully to

improve the welfare of the many poor people who seized

the opportunity of getting some forestland for themselves.

But there was not very much knowledge about the best

way of going about things - in Brazil or internationally -

and since the 1960s the emphasis has been shifted

between a variety of very different possibilities.

Naturally, timber was an obvious product. The forest

seemed to be inexhaustible. The other forestry products

were just as tempting: Rubber, nuts and fruit. But gradual-

ly, as the edge of the forest receded deeper into the coun-

try from the newly built roads, it seemed to make sense to

use the open land for farming, not least for cattle for beef

and milk production. The state encouraged the settlers,

and Alfredo received a subsidy for keeping cattle five years

after the family arrived here. He was in a position to buy

20 head of dairy cattle, but they developed a mysterious

disease, so today there are only five head left on the

meadows that were cleared for the purpose. They hope to

expand again when they can afford to do so, preferably to

15 head so that there will be enough milk to sell.

From the mid 1980s the bottom really dropped out of

the rubber business. It became necessary to expand farm-

ing activities, and this was done at that time, as it is now,

by clearing a stretch of the forest, partly by felling and

also by burning it down. It was possible to cultivate the



land using the ashes from the charred trunks for two or

three years until the soil was drained of the nutrient that

this provided. The soil was not particularly good and there

was not enough money to buy fertilizers. So grass took

over and, gradually, forest that was less dense than the

original. It was then necessary to burn down a new stretch,

which gave another breathing space of two to three years.

There was no shortage of good ideas, but there was not

much analysis of how reliable or long-term they would

prove to be, or how sustainable, to use a more current

developmental term. And somewhat late, but unmistakably,

it was acknowledged that anyway you looked at it; it was

highly detrimental to the environment to pursue this falter-

ing course. Tons of CO2 were being released into the atmo-

sphere, as much as 55 tons for each hectare of rain forest

that was burnt down. That is not to say that the rest of us

have anything to boast about when we dash around in our

private cars, but 55 tons is after all an alarming amount.

At the same time as the forest was being burnt down,

its excellent capability of absorbing CO2 was also being

destroyed. And what was replacing it was not anywhere

near as effective. Fallowing followed by self-sown forest

was the best solution, but it was only half as good as the

original forest. Fields of grass were almost as good as fal-

lowed fields, while ordinary farming crops were the poor-

est solution - seen from an environmental point of view.

The rich forms of variety - biodiversity - that were char-

acteristic items on the agenda after the environmental sum-

mit in Rio in 1992 were also harmed. The original forest had

the biggest variety of plant life, up to 80 different types in a

particular measured area, while fields of grass had little vari-

ety, and fallowed fields only recovered gradually over a peri-

od of years. When they became new forest, they could reach

a total of up to around 75 types. But animal life appeared to

fall in number due solely to the changes that took place.

The complicated triangle

For the Ferreira family all this was not merely vague theo-

ry. It very soon became a practical part of everyday life,

and both they and the other settlers were caught between

taking conflicting factors into consideration.

The Brazilian state pursued its aim of increasing the

country's wealth by expanding Acre but, as mentioned, it

was also important to lead the families of settlers out of the

poverty they had lived in during the years since their arrival.

And seen in this light it was correct to increase production.

But these two aims conflicted with protecting the environ-

ment, a policy that was of great concern to both Brazil and

also the outside world.

It was precisely the solutions that seemed best for the

individual families in Pedro Peixoto - farming based on

burning down trees, ruthless exploitation of the forest and

creating meadows for cattle - that were also the most

harmful for the environment. And there was really no

alternative than to propose some kind of protection of the

forest, which meant the introduction of strict legislation: At

least 50 per cent of the land on every farm had to be pre-

served as unspoilt forest, unless permission was granted to

remove individual trees. This was a bit of a slap in the face

for families like the Raimundas and the Alfredos.

Firm ground for decisions

Alfredo shows us around his big family's farm with satisfac-

tion. He is really pleased with the new section, 4 hectares
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One of the few selected

giant trees to be cut and

pulled by ox power to the

dirt road over the next

week
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-a.

Blueprint for a more

secure future: The

approved plan for sustain-

able use of the forest

of ] a n c j i which was

cleared by burning in

July, planted in Septem-

ber and is now full of

mixed rows of maize and

rice that grow between

the charred, uprooted

trunks and thick branches.

In two years they will be

reduced to mould, he

promises. Further down

the narrow path towards

the forest there is a strip

that has been in use after

being cleared by burning three years ago, and here there

are only slight traces of charred stumps between the

densely growing cassava plants that are as tall as a man.

However, the most interesting factor here are the small

coffee bushes we pass on our way through the cassava.

They will remain here after the cassava has been harvested

in six months' time. And then there will be no more burn-

ing, because a coffee plantation is something you look

after.

Coffee is precisely the answer to how Alfredo envisages

expanding his farming - his neighbours have developed cof-

fee into one of their main crops some time ago - and he

plans to double his production, because there is obviously

money in it, judging by the other farmers. What is more, this

plan fits in very well with protecting the environment,

because the coffee bush is an evergreen, and this combina-

tion of economy and ecology has not come about by chance.

But it is not until we reach the darkness of his forest that

we begin to smell the money. And now we gradually start

to sense how research intervened in Ferreira's life and sup-

ported the local authorities in doing something that made

it possible to transform the difficult triangle into a positive

circle. The forest is no longer untouchable but can be uti-

lized to a limited extent and according to a fixed plan. This

is where the research workers come into the picture.

Alfredo's contractual partner regarding the forest is the
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Brazilian research and advisory organization for agriculture,

Embrapa. It bases a great deal of its work on the extensive

analytical studies carried out during much of the 1990s by

IFPRI, The International Food Policy Research Institute. These

studies culminated in a number of clear descriptions and

guidelines concerning the options open to Brazilian politi-

cians. The figures regarding the CO2 effects of various types

of land use, quoted above, are taken from IFPRI's analyses.

IFPRI's work is, in turn, part of an extremely extensive initia-

tive that has been put into effect in a number of developing

countries in order for them to be able to improve the way in

which they handle their natural resources. This programme is

called ASB, "Alternatives to Slash-and-Burn", which is a

scheme put into operation by a number of CGIAR centres.

The guidelines issued by ASB/IFPRI have given the deci-

sion makers in Acre - and its neighbouring state of Rondo-

nia - a solid foundation on which to base rules, legislation

and supportive action, so that development, welfare and

environmental considerations can be united.

Four sheets of paper

For Alfredo this good advice has meant that he now has a

truck standing in his carport. For the rest of us it means that

he can look after his forest, which is both in his own inter-

ests and benefits the trees that have to absorb a great

amount of the greenhouse gasses, which both his own coun-

try and the rest of us have such great difficulty in limiting.

Out in the forest we go deeper and deeper into the

darkness along a very muddy path. But after all, we only

have to carry a couple of rucksacks. Now and then, in the

course of the year, heavy blocks of solid timber are

dragged in the other direction on a sledge frame pulled

by a strong ox. This is because timber is being cut now in

the untouchable forest, which is thriving on it. The biodi-

versity of plant life is not being disturbed and the environ-

mental conditions are practically unchanged.

The explanation can be found on the four sheets of

paper that Alfredo has been discussing back at the house

with one of Embrapa's research workers. These sheets of
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paper contain a map of the farm's forest area and the plan

for how it is to be used: His 40 hectares of forest are divid-

ed into ten blocks. It is permitted to fell timber in each

block for one year. But only a limited number of trees may

be removed, depending on how many there are of each

variety. This is stipulated on the paper, year for year and

species for species. If felling is carried out in this way, the

forest can recover before trees are removed from that block

again. Alfredo shows us the place where the system started

for him in 1995, and it is evident that the forest has closed

itself again and that new trees of the same type have

sprouted in the area that for a short while was a clearing.

Further on is the block where felling is being carried

out this year. The technique used is that trees are cut loose

from the undergrowth a year before they are felled, so

that nothing else is ripped up with them. Then they set

about the 25 metre tall trees with a chain saw.

The Ferreiras belong to a group of 14 families who

share, for example, the ox that pulls the trunks out of the

forest. The group have been given an Australian sawing

machine by ASB. This machine can debark so that very lit-

tle is wasted when the trunk is sawn up into blocks. This is

a successful scheme that quickly covers the initial outlay.

The group also have a joint agreement with a transport

firm and, most important: They constitute a system of con-

trol, because it is not possible to borrow the joint-owned

equipment to use it for more than the quota agreed for

each forest section. It is this group system that has made it

possible to obtain permission to carry out the so-called

selective felling. Since this scheme was started things have

improved. The tree that has just been felled, and which is

to be dragged out of the forest over the next couple of

days, has an estimated value of approximately 650 dollars.

The minimum monthly wage in Brazil is about 85 dollars.

The neighbours have similar stories to tell, even though

they are not quite as impressive, because Alfredo has also

shown other forms of initiative. For example, he has started

a production of cassava flour, which he sells at the market,

while the other crops are used for the family's own con-

sumption.

It has resounded

Naturally, the director of Embrapa in Acre knows all the

details of stories like these, and he emphasizes the fact that

his organization would not have been able to create such a

solid basis for decision-making and recommendations with-

out the research and planning models that IFPRI has produ-

ced. Using an average farmer as a yardstick - and Alfredo

fits the model in many ways - the future development of the

individual farm and the entire region over 25 years with vari-

ous uses of open land and forest were considered. Instead of

saying, "Let's try and see how this works," it was possible to

predict with reasonable certainty: "If we do this and that, this

and that will happen." It is now possible for Embrapa to

build on and expand such knowledge, because today it is a

more comprehensive organization that includes economists

and sociologists, whereas in the past all employees were biol-

ogists or agronomists. IFPRI must take a lot of the credit for

this reorganization.

The local director of the public development bank can

confirm that it is following new findings and developments

very closely. It is now possible for small farmers to obtain

credit if they have the backing of a farmers' association.

Since 1999, it has been possible to borrow money in order

to buy the kind of equipment used by Alfredo's group.

The minister for production for the state of Acre appears

even more convincing. A new policy is on its way. This will

mean that legislation about the use of forests will be chan-

ged in a year, so that it fully reflects the good results of the

pilot schemes. A vast project is being prepared in Acre as a

follow-up to the "minimum-intervention-project" in Pedro

Peixoto, involving local, national

and international partners.

And you are allowed to hazard

a guess about where the new

government got the inspiration

from for its attractive logo and

new slogan: "Acre - the forest

government".

•tSK

Every farmer's aspiration is

to have a number of milk-

ing cows to graze some of

his open land and - again

- to secure cash in off-sea-

son

ACRE
governo da f loresta
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CHANGING ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN AMERICA

Latin American agriculture differs greatly

between the countries where commercial agri-

culture predominates (Argentina, Brazil, Chile,

and Uruguay) and those where a large rural

population practices subsistence agriculture

(the rest of Latin America).

In the first group of countries, production

of export goods has grown strongly in the last

three decades following technical change and

economic liberalization. The number of pro-

ducers who provide new types of goods to the

local market, (e.g., specialty products, fruits,

and vegetables) has also grown, thanks to

strong demand from wealthier urban con-

sumers. However, producers of traditional

goods consumed locally (e.g., industrial raw

material) have experienced a major reduction

of their markets because the industrial sector

shrinks and consumption patterns have

changed. Even though these changes can have

important localized impacts, they have not

affected macroeconomic growth nor have they

created major social problems. In fact, many

rural people have escaped poverty by moving

into the production of specialty crops.

In the second group of countries, economic

growth, technical change, trade liberalization,

and urbanization are rapidly transforming agri-

culture from subsistence production systems to

commercial enterprises. In some countries

(e.g., those in Central America), pro-active gov-

ernment policies encourage this transforma-

tion. This enables farmers to respond to rising

w
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urban and export demand by moving away

from producing basic grains to growing com-

mercial export crops such as palm oil, coffee,

and melons. In other countries (e.g., Bolivia

and Paraguay), the transformation of agricul-

ture is pushed by new technologies imported

from Brazil and Argentina.

In many Latin American countries, talk of

the "disappearance" of basic grain production

and smallholder farmers is common. In Costa

Rica, for example, maize production decreased

from 64,000 hectares to 18,000 hectares

between 1995 and 2000. Production of basic

grains — rice, maize, and beans — fell by 30-

40% in Panama in the 1990s among small-

holder farmers, who make up the majority of

agricultural producers. In some cases, conver-

sions were aided by subsidies. Panamanian

farmers received an incentive of US$ 150 for

each hectare they converted to export crops

and a subsidy of 60% for irrigation invest-

ments. Despite the magnitude of this support,

many small farmers have had difficulty in

adjusting to the new environment.

Latin American governments face a very

important trade-off between export earnings

and domestic food supplies; the policy choices

they make will have important consequences

for sustainable food security. Most of the food

consumed in most countries of the world is

produced domestically. Generally only a small

proportion is imported. Moreover, the food

security of small- and medium-scale farmers

depends on sustaining their food grain produc-

tivity. The emphasis on export growth from

diversified agricultural production must, there-

fore, not come at a large sacrifice to domestic

production of basic grains. Most countries in

the region are beginning to realize the impor-

tance of sustaining their food grain production.

Nicaragua, for instance, does encourage farm-

ers to diversify to commercial export crops,

while maintaining a national priority on white

maize production.

Trade liberalization forces countries in Latin

America (and elsewhere) to become more com-

petitive in domestic food grain production,

even if they are net importers of food grains.

With improved competitiveness, they can

release land and other resources for export-ori-

ented crops. Central American countries and

Peru, for example, are making significant

efforts to identify physical and economic envi-

ronments where food grain production remains

competitive and to target research to increase

productivity in those areas.

The primary instruments for higher food

grain productivity and competitiveness is tech-

nical change that increases yields while econo-

mizing on input use. Labor, for instance, is

rapidly becoming the most expensive input in

Central American agriculture as people migrate

out of rural areas. For that reason investments

in labor-saving technologies would contribute

a lot to sustaining competitiveness of food

grain production. Similarly, soil conservation

investments in hillside areas, where subsistence

maize production predominates, will contribute

to sustaining food supplies and food security

for the long term. Finally, policy measures that

promote post-harvest processing and value-

added products can enhance farmers' incomes

even when they continue to grow food grains.

The information for the above text was compiled by
Prabhu Pingali of OMMYT and edited with the author of
the book.
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Abundant home
gardens

The lunch is excellent. The guests are seated on the shady

little terrace facing the backyard and garden, and there is

plenty of plain traditional Cuban food: Rice with black

beans, slices of deep-fried banana, boiled cassava and pot-

roasted mutton. Perhaps there is nothing unusual about all

this, but all the same: All these delicious things are from

Juana and Andres' little farm. And what is even more

remarkable: The food is splendid and very varied, almost

subtle, in the way it is spiced.

Otherwise, you cannot say that Cuban food is character-

ized by the way it is seasoned. On the contrary, the basic

ingredients are often expected to manage with their own

flavour. There are two good explanations as to why things

are different here. The housewife, Juana Maria, is the

daughter of a Spanish family that in the 1930s bought the

land belonging to the farm with the proud name of Gloria,

near the town of Calendaria in the Pinar del Rio province in

the west of Cuba. She probably learned these culinary arts

from her mother. The other relevant explanation is that all

these spices are readily available; they grow in the garden

or out in the fields that she and her husband, Andres

Add-on biodiversity in one orange tree with three different varieties

grown by the grafting enthusiast sehor Olivia
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Requejo Casseres, have tended since 1957. At that time

there was admittedly more land, but after the revolution in

1959 the state took over a substantial part of the farm, and

left them with the six hectares that they own today.

But even though there was much more land in the first

couple of years, it is unlikely that the variety of crops then

was bigger than it is now. It is the great number of vegeta-

bles, fruit trees, flowers and spices that we have come to

look at and hear about. Or it would be just as correct to

say that we are here to learn about their medicine chest,

because there is hardly a plant here that isn't good for one

ailment or another.

Variety is the spice of life

We might just as well get used to the word straight

away: Biodiversity. That is what it's all about here. Bio

meaning life, and diversity in the sense of variation, and if

you want to be more poetic, you could call it "the multi-

tude of nature". There is a great deal of agreement about

the fact that it is something we must protect, because if we

subject nature to standardized agriculture or forestry there

will be no room for the many thousands of other plants or

the many animals that live in their own particular areas

with a vegetation that matches their way of life.

For many years and in a great many parts of the world,

we have seen a development towards more standardization

of areas and less variation, at the same time as farming

has become more modernized. Even though there are only

a few places in the remaining countryside that are pure

"nature", it is still a serious loss for us all in our experience

of the environment, if everything is turned into cornfields

and plantations. But it is an equally serious problem that

the variety of animal life is reduced, and also when plants

that we could use to our own benefit, once we fully under-

stand their properties, are allowed to become extinct.

All through history, our cultivated plants have at one

time or another been selected from wild species, and the

refinement of the types we know today has very often

been achieved by crossing them with wild varieties from

the same family because they were resistant to disease and

insects, drought, low temperatures and extreme weather

conditions. These plants had adapted themselves in order

to survive over hundreds or thousands of years. Further-

more, many of the ingredients of medicine are extracted

from cultivated or wild plants, and the history of medicine

has until very recent times been almost dominated by

botanical knowledge.

We never know what we may need from plants tomor-

row, and therefore it is extremely useful that someone

looks after them on behalf of mankind.

Professional amateurs

Another elderly man, Isabel Rafael Olivia, greets us and

shows us around his large kitchen garden. He knows a lot

about everything to be found there, but it is in fact his

wife, Alejandrina Lara Diaz, who is responsible for most of

what grows in the garden. Unfortunately, she is not very

well today, but she bravely gets out of bed to join us and

to take over the guided tour of the flower garden. Rafael

and Alejandrina's home lies quite a good way from Juana

and Andres' farm, but they know each other well because

they belong to a group of 13 families in this province who

have taken it upon themselves to help to preserve our

common inheritance in the shape of the biodiversity in

Cuban agricultural and garden plants.

Rafael is full of beans. He shows us everything without

tiring; he fetches oranges and mandarins from his

favourite trees, and points left and right at various buckets,

cans, tubs and small beds that contain all kinds of exam-

ples of how many different things you can find room for in

a little garden, if you just bother to take the trouble. He

would really like to have more than, shall we say, the 75

different things they have growing in their family garden.

As a pensioner at the age of 70, he has plenty of time to

devote to his gardening, but there is no more soil available

when they also have to have room for the food they grow.

But when there's a shortage of room, you have to be

shrewd, and Rafael's speciality is grafting fruit trees, so

Everything is grown here

with a purpose. If it is not

food, it is bound to be

medicine, just ask the spe-

cialist dona Diaz



Not much to look at in the

blazing sun, but in the

shadow of the trees and in

tins and boxes herbs wait

for the rains

ABUNDANT HOME GARDENS

there is hardly a tree in the garden that does not bear at

least two varieties of citrus fruit. And there are not two

trees of the same kind, because when we say 75 different

varieties it is not really the complete truth. The oranges

are to be found in sweet, half-sweet, sour and bitter types,

and in his banana plot, for example, there are five or six

varieties. He shows us both red and white tomatoes and

points out a handful of different peppers.

This is the way they have always tended their soil on the

farm. They have added a few things over the years, but

they would never dream of changing to uniform patches

with just a few types of plants, which would probably be

easier to cope with. No, each one of the many plants has a

function, and they point out to us which leaf and what

juice can soothe a rash or a toothache, relieve a headache

or inflammation, or just act as a stimulant after a cold.

You can see that it is well-organized and well thought

out, when you are being shown around by a knowledge-

able guide.

An African farm

Things are also planned systematically up in the mountains

at the home of Isidro Piloto Quintero and his wife Juana

Guiterrez Bocourt. But it certainly looks a bit more confus-

ing here on the mountain slopes than it does down in the

plains. The plank-built house and the stable buildings lie

on the most even strip in the middle of the area surround-

ed by a big clearing. But the rest of their six hectares of

land seem to the untrained eye to be extremely thick for-

est. In many ways it's like visiting a little African farm, and

Juana and Isidro fit this picture very well because they are

descendants of slaves who were transported across the

Atlantic to toil in the Cuban plantations. It wasn't until the

time of their grandparents that humble people like them

were given the possibility of owning land.

The impression of it being just forest is partly correct,

because some of the trees are growing wild, but there are

also lines of fruit trees and further in there are a couple of

big clearings, which have recently been established and are
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ready for the timber to be removed so that cassava can be

planted in a few weeks. There is a beautiful row of banana

plants - once again of many different kinds; some for boil-

ing, some to be eaten fresh and others for frying. There are

many different types of coffee growing in various places

but it is well-organized, and all in all there is a great deal

of variety. At first sight, the herb garden does not look very

impressive, because the earth is somewhat bare and a little

hard here in the middle of the dry season, but in the shade

of the houses you can see, when you take a closer look,

that there is a bush here, a spray there and some tubs con-

taining a couple of different types of oregano, which are to

be planted out when the rains come.

The same explanation as elsewhere: We have always

grown a little of everything, and we intend to carry on that
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way. And the encouraging additional remark everywhere

you go is that it's not just the old fogies who think this

way. The next generation have the same idea and show a

lot of interest in it.

It is really a good idea

These three families are, as mentioned, members of a group

of 13 here in Pinar del Rio. In two other provinces on the

island there are an additional 26 families who are taking

part in a three-year project aimed at gaining insight and

know-how from the experience of farmers involved in the

practice of ensuring biodiversity in home gardens. Today,

many of the plants grown are only known to the small farm-

ers and are never, or very seldom, available at markets. If

they had not been kept in these gardens spread around the

island, they would have disappeared from the Cuban table.

Cuba's work in this area is part of a larger project

involving a number of countries, both in Latin America

and in other parts of the world. IPGRI, well supported by

German aid, is the architect behind this global project. The

abbreviation stands for the International Institute for

Genetic Plant Resources, or to put it another way: An orga-

nization that is concerned with ensuring that biodiversity

in plant life is protected. IPGRI does research, examines

and defines standards for the most suitable ways of carry-

ing out this task, and even though its work is mainly

directed towards the developing countries, the whole

world reaps great benefit from IPGRI's activities, partly

because the institute publishes many catalogues with infor-

mation about what plants are to be found where.

The work in Cuba is carried out by the Cuban organiza-

tion INI FAT, which is a research institute for tropical agricul-

ture. In the Pinar del Rio province, where our three families

live, there is already a great deal of awareness concerning

the preservation of biodiversity. Here they have established

a so-called biosphere reservation named "Sierra del Rosario",

which covers an area of 150 square miles. In 1985, the

United Nation's organization, UNESCO, classified this reser-

vation as part of mankind's collective inheritance, and the

nature here is protected by clear rules governing the use of

the area. Large areas of the reservation are used for forestry,

which is controlled by a plan, but there are two small areas

that can only be visited by research workers so that it is pos-

sible to observe how nature develops without human inter-

vention. Another part of the reservation is reserved for cattle

grazing, and in addition to this roads, paths and accommo-

dation have been built for nature tourism.

The selected farming families live in the area that sur-

rounds "Sierra del Rosario"; in fact Juana and Andres actually

live inside the fenced-in area. This is very practical for the

research workers because they pay the members of the group

regular visits, and some of the staff work at a station in the

middle of the reservation. They do so both in order to learn

from the farmers and to collect information about how they

grow the many crops. They record which member of the fami-

ly carries out the various tasks, when planting and harvesting

takes place, and how surplus produce is stored and sold.

Everyone has become wiser

When you talk to the three families and hear about their

neighbours' interest in the project, you could get the

impression that biodiversity can look after itself and that

there is nothing more left to do. But the project has held a

number of courses, and here all the parties concerned

have learned a lot. Families have given each other seeds

and plants, and in particular they have exchanged ideas

about how plants can be looked after better and the best

ways of storing seeds. To be quite honest, the interest has

been so great that neighbours have been at loggerheads

to get hold of a few seeds from one of the families in par-

ticular. But no details will be revealed here!

The researchers have heard and seen much, and today

they know much more about certain threatened crops than

before the project started - and the two minor projects

that proceeded it. There is simply much greater variety

among different types than had been registered hitherto.

They have realized that these families possess a great

amount of knowledge about how each individual plant can
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A coconut palm, nothing

like a plantation, because

this kitchen garden

favours diversity rather

than quantity

be used - much more than is to be found in scientific liter-

ature. Tests are now being carried out using this traditional

knowledge, for example in connection with medicinal

application, and to establish whether the reciprocal protec-

tion that plants can give each other against insects and dis-

ease can be established by scientific means.

Somewhat more fanciful theories are also being exam-

ined. For example, whether crops that grow under the

ground (tubers and roots) should be planted out when the

moon is waning, while crops that grow above the ground

(corn, beans etc.) should be sowed when the moon is wax-

ing - what is the basis for these old household rules? And is

what makes the difference more a question of how crops are

planted or sowed, rather than at what time things are done?

As the whole idea behind "Sierra del Rosario" is to

ensure that plants do not die out, this new knowledge is

important because it means that plans can be drawn up to

ensure that also agricultural and garden plants can be pro-

tected. In this way the 13 families work as research assis-

tants, even though the benefits they receive are very limited:

A few tools, a pair of rubber boots and now and then some

working clothes. But their collective feedback is that the

reward for them has in particular been the knowledge that

they are doing an important piece of work, and the pleasure

of finding people with common interests in their district.

Demanding work
The researchers have done more than just making observa-

tions and collecting information. They have offered the

families three types of crops: A fruit tree, a type of bean

and a pepper plant, in order to establish on a systematic

basis what happens in practice when many different types

of farms work with the same things. When the 13 families

were selected, the idea was to find different kinds of farms

with different conditions and experience, where there were

also very different types of home gardens, but this conse-

quently made comparisons rather difficult. Using these

three common crops makes it easier to compare results.

If it is purely a question of ensuring that biodiversity is

not lost, then as far as most plants are concerned, it can

be done much more simply than here where a sort of liv-

ing storage work has been carried out. The idea here has

been to conserve the plants where they are, or "in situ" to

use the Latin term and be more scientific.

This can also be done "ex situ", in other words some-

where else than where the plant grows. That is to say in

large collections of seeds and parts of plants in freeze com-

partments or small glass flasks containing mini-plants, or

what are referred to as gene banks. A fantastic number of

crops and known wild plants that belong to the same

species are kept in this way in one place or more in the

world. Gene banks act both as archives and as suppliers of

seeds for plant breeders and researchers, and they are of

enormous importance both for the present and the future.

But this kind of preservation is precisely a kind of

archive, because the specimens collected are to be kept

and not changed. At Isidro and Juana's farm in the middle

of the mountain forest, it is almost guaranteed that the

plants will slowly change due to an interaction with other

plants, insects, disease and, not least, the climate. It is

therefore more of an experimental workshop than a plant

museum, and this is exactly why growing in practice is

such an excellent supplement to the sterile gene banks. It

is particularly important at the present time when we are

being warned about climatic changes around the world

that both forms of biodiversity are preserved.

However, the Cuban research workers also have a more

short-term aim. In the near future, when this project has

been completed, they want to be able to advise the ministry

of agriculture about how more

farmers can be encouraged to

grow many different kinds of

crops in their fields and

kitchen gardens, not least

because there will be a

good market for this pro-

duce. After all, cassava does

taste better if a few cloves of

garlic are added to the water

when you boil it.



Top-down, simply

There is no doubt that the horse is satisfied. It takes a little

snooze in the shade of the orange tree in the middle of

the bright late morning, and a break from hoeing up and

down the rows of maize in the extraordinarily fine weather.

Tito Orquero, the farmer who is holding the reigns, had

probably reckoned on getting a bit more done before

lunch, but when he senses that someone is really interest-

ed in his farming, he also moves into the shade of an

orange tree together with his visitors.

Inevitably, the first question we put to him and to his col-

leagues is: "Well, where are the beans, then?" Let's face it,

everything seems a bit difficult, and it's not at all by the book.

We're supposed to be in the middle of bean country, in one

of the high-lying valleys north of the fast-growing Bolivian city

of Santa Cruz. It lies where the forest meets the mountains

and the great flat country, sub-tropical and fertile here in the

middle of the summer and the rainy season in February.

But up in the valleys there is not one bean to be seen.

Rather mysterious and slightly frustrating, because they are

what the story is supposed to be all about. Fortunately,

Fvlainana, Tito's little town, is the kind of place where

everyone knows everyone else. They also know what's hap-

pening a good way off the beaten track. So there's noth-

ing for it but to climb back into the car and follow new

dirt tracks, stopping on the way to ask. Beyond a house

and past a tobacco field we get our reward: An abundance

of beans, sowed a bit late because the rain was late this

year, but really well on their way here just before flower-

ing. And even though the researchers practically examine

everything with a magnifying glass, there are no signs of

disease or pests. So now they can begin to relax, because

Bolivia

Time for a rest in the
shade. Maize in abun-
dance, but how about
beans?
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Beans galore - and healthy

at that, the specialists will

tell you, the right quality

for seed beans

we start to see clear signs of the good story they have

promised us.

There are a lot of good explanations about why it's diffi-

cult to find beans, and we'll look at them one by one as

they appear. But Tito prefers to start somewhere completely

different, and he begins to probe his 64-year-old memory.

How did it all happen?
He arrived here when he was 40 and gradually bought

pieces of land, so that he now owns 11 hectares, six of

them so near the river that they can be watered. For the

first few years it was a traditional farm with potatoes and

tomatoes, but then he joined a group of farmers who

received support from a Swiss development project so that

they could obtain dairy cows - imported and highly pro-

ductive - and fatten them up with improved feed in the

fields. However, things didn't go quite as easily as they

had expected, but Tito still has four or five head of cattle

and is able to sell milk in the town.

The great change in things came from a completely dif-

ferent direction. One day, in 1979, a researcher from the

local university turned up together with a colleague from

the international centre for tropical agriculture, CIAT, in

Colombia. The man from CIAT had a large rucksack con-

taining a lot of small bags of bean seeds, in several differ-

ent varieties. Tito's group of farmers were interested, and

the Swiss also saw some new possibilities and granted

financial backing for testing the beans at the university

down in the plains, and in the highland valleys.

This all sounds perfectly straightforward, but in fact it

was strange that anyone wanted to take the chance,

because at that time it was practically impossible to find

beans in the Santa Cruz area - in fact anywhere in Bolivia

- because no one in that country grew or ate beans. Natu-

rally, there was a method in their madness, and the idea

was both slightly complicated and somewhat visionary.

The small seed bags were only sufficient for the 11 farm-

ers who agreed to try out the new crop to sow some limited

beds, but already after the first harvest it was possible to
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expand on a larger scale so that all the plucky farmers could

devote 2 hectares of land each to growing beans, and invite

their neighbours to behold the magnificent sight. Perhaps it

did not really demand that much courage, because the uni-

versity had given a guarantee that it would pay a good

price for the entire harvest. In a matter of a few years this

grew to a rather substantial guarantee. In the area around

Tito's town alone, 120 hectares were being used for growing

beans after a couple of years. Even though the yield may

not be that high, it has to be a lean year before they pro-

duce less than 1,000 kilo per hectare. Usually, they produce

more like twice that amount. So the guarantee was soon set

at 250 tons. Such an amount is both bulky and costly.

Who was going to be left
holding the bean?
The plan developed by the university and CIAT was based

in particular on the knowledge that the climate and soil

around Santa Cruz were ideal for growing beans. Further-

more, beans were and still are a popular food in the

neighbouring countries of Colombia and Brazil, so why not

Bolivia? But the neighbouring countries did not produce

enough beans to meet their demands, so the idea was to

create a Bolivian export product, and therefore they start-

ed with types that were popular in those two countries.

However, the university was not exactly an export organi-

zation; after all, privatization has not gone that far, neither

then nor now. And the produce bought in the highlands

was not for export, on the contrary. This might seem like

very bad business, so we had better give an explanation!

The climate and landscape around Santa Cruz varies a

great deal due to differences in altitude. At a height of

1,600 metres, where Tito Orquera lives, it is naturally cool-

er, and the farms and fields are rather small, while down

in the mild lowlands there is plenty of room for very large

areas of the same type of crop.

On the small farms in the highland valleys, they grow

crops that require a relatively high degree of work without

the use of machinery, but which in return offer a ready
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profit for hard work. These crops do more than just allow

the farmer to provide for his daily needs and be self-suffi-

cient. Beans could well be used as this kind of crop.

Down on the plains it was possible to grow crops to

earn money in the summer rainy season, particularly soya

beans (a different kind of bean, really), which are a large

export product, and also wheat, maize and sugar cane. But

during the rest of the year from April to December, it was

only possible to grow these crops where irrigation could

be provided. And this is where the beans could come in,

because they are so hardy that they can manage with the

moisture that is left in the soil after the harvest. They can

be grown with the help of machinery, but the yield is low-

er than the usual level for small farmers. However, there

was no kind of tradition whatsoever for growing beans on

the plains either, and if this was to be changed an initia-

tive had to be taken. They must have believed in what

they were doing at Santa Cruz University and at CIAT.

A perfect division of work

So the plan was for an alternation between the highland

valleys and the plains. In the rainy season the small farm-

ers produced the seeds so that they were ready for the

large farms to sow them and produce yet another harvest

outside of the normal season.

The university established a special department -

almost a kind of seed firm - that acted as a middleman

between the small and large farmers. But the operation

grew, and already as early as in the beginning of the

1980s an association of bean producers, ASOPROF, was

established so that it could support the university and take

part in advisory work and sales activities.

Tito remembers the beginning of the 1980s as a very

busy time. Production grew, and by 1990 it incorporated

approximately 2,500 hectares of land. It was based on an

elegant interaction between research and the testing of

new varieties through the university and CIAT. There was

the cultivation of seeds and beans for consumption with

both small and large farmers, and the processing of the

harvest, packaging and sales through ASOPROF.

It soon became clear that the correct term was sales

and not export. Admittedly, the predictions were correct;

for many years Colombia and Brazil bought up everything

that was produced. But the surprising thing was that local

rural and urban consumers grew accustomed to this new

type of food, and today most people in the Santa Cruz

area consider beans to be a normal part of their diet. And

what we are talking about here is of no little importance,

because in rural districts beans account for one third of

daily protein consumption, while in urban areas they

account for just less than a fifth. Fortunately, beans are

healthy and nutritious food.

The story of how visions and solid hard work combined

to establish a completely new agricultural production is

riddled with abbreviations. Because many local, national

and international organizations were involved in the work

that required specialized knowledge of processing, export-

ing and financing the production.

Hunting for beans again

It's easy to find beans down on the plains. You can see

them at town markets by the sack load and in many sizes

and colours. There's a lively trade, and housewives examine

beans with the air of experts as they let a handful of them

slip through their fingers. But the really large quantities are

piled up at ASOPROF's big storage building out in the

country, where last year's harvest arrived in sacks, was

dried, cleaned by machine and then subjected to intensive

handwork. They are still busy with this work, which will

probably last until April, when there will be a break until

the new harvest starts to arrive in August. Men and women

- especially young people - sit at long tables sorting the

piles with quick movements, so that the best beans are put

in the nearest sack, the split ones in boxes on their own,

and the remains of shells, stalks and leaves are thrown out.

80 people are employed here on a normal day, and

most of them make a really good weekly wage, by Bolivian

standards. But they also graft over 8 hours a day, often with-
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It has taken housewives no

time to incorporate beans

in the daily fare of Bolivian

farming families



Twenty years ago this
picture could not have
been taken in a Bolivian
market - now the stalls
would be pretty empty
without beans

out thinking about whether it is Saturday or Sunday, since

the place also keeps open for those who want to work when

the rest of us are enjoying what we regard as the weekend.

A good part of the harvest is used for export, but a fair

portion is kept for sowing, is subjected to strict quality con-

trol for diseases and treated for mould. ASOPROF can house

800 tons of finished produce in its building. This sounds like

a lot, and it does fill the place to the ceiling. But an estimat-

ed 10,000 tons of beans are now produced annually in

Bolivia. So where are they? And who grows them?

Let's move out onto the plains and visit 53-year-old

Benjamin Arana Panozo in a large settlement area called

Comunidad Chane Indpendicia, which was established

when the plains were laid out as farms in connection with

one of Bolivia's land reforms. Benjamin is a farmer who

has 40 hectares of land. He is one of the pioneers of what

he and his neighbours like to refer to as the bean adven-

ture. He was one of the first to arrive down here 15 years

ago, when his farming association offered courses on how

to grow the new plants.

He also grows beans in the winter on as much as 15

hectares of land. But it's not quite as tough for him as it is

for the small farmers up in the valleys, because he gets

help from a machine pool, which in return for a good pay-

ment can harvest with a combine harvester. Benjamin has

his own tractor, which he uses for his soya beans in partic-

ular, because the ordinary beans are sowed without

ploughing to prevent the soil from drying out. But now it

is summer, so there are no beans in the fields.

But Benjamin can tell us a lot of positive things about

changing to beans. They produce a good and very stable

profit, and they are sturdy and usually do well because

they grow quickly, so they have enough water from what is

left after the rainy season. This is nowhere near the usual

pattern for the other crops they grow here. And the flocks

of parrots do not like beans, or they cannot open them,

whereas they are able to do serious damage to a field of

maize. A wistful look comes over Benjamin's face when he

reminisces about the great year of 1996. There was a

drought in Brazil but good weather around Santa Cruz,

and all crops were sold at record prices. That was the year

he was able to afford his tractor. It has never been quite as

good since then, but things are going well.

Tito, who is otherwise an out-and-out bean grower,

does not have anything that resembles beans in his soil.

He has had such good results growing them year after
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year that it has become too much of a good thing, and

this year it has been necessary to for him to change to

other crops. But he assures us that beans will come again.

They have also been a success story for him. All of his sev-

en children have a made a good start in life: One daugh-

ter is a secretary, the other a happily married housewife in

town. One of his sons is an electrician, while no less than

three sons have graduated as agronomists at the university

in Santa Cruz. They have managed by giving a hand at

home, but bean growing has been an important factor.

The youngest son is still studying - to be an agronomist -

and helps on the farm in his vacations.

Prices and new habits

A lot of others are in the same situation as Tito. It is neces-

sary to make a change in farming, and it is a good idea to

rely more heavily on other crops, particularly tobacco,

which is very evident when you look at the fields, because

they fetch high prices. That cannot be said to be the case

with beans, because prices have fallen about 20 per cent

over the past few years, and this is not because people are

eating fewer of them in the neighbouring countries. But

China has entered the market and, like Bolivia, has aimed

at earning currency on new crops.

ASOPROF, which was the cornerstone in the development

of bean production in Bolivia, has taken the consequences of

the new competition and has begun to focus on high quality

and specialized production, while the university is still co-

operating with CIAT in order to develop improved and dis-

tinctive varieties that will give Bolivia a competitive edge.

Tito's son wears a cap with ASOPROF written on it, but

this is actually the closest the family come to being mem-

bers. New firms have followed in the wake of the pioneers,

and they offer favourable contracts without being quite so

particular about quality. In fact, last year Tito sold his harvest

directly to a Brazilian buyer. The new firms buy and process

the beans, and the old partnership that started everything off

now has only 20 per cent of the turnover. But in actual fact,

the farmers consider this to be a very positive development,

because it allows them the advantage of being able to hedge

their bets and, for example, sell to ASOPROF at slightly lower

prices and reap the benefit from dividends in the good years

- or choose quick returns from private firms.

Perhaps the most satisfying benefit of the new crop is

in particular the fact that the farmers in this region have

gone through a process of adaptation and are now willing

to try a considerable range of new things. 64-year-old Tito

is at the front of this development by changing production

to maize seed, which is based directly on his experience of

growing beans for seed production. Both he and Benjamin

are planning a certain amount of intensification and reor-

ganization of their farming now that it has become almost

impossible to acquire new land.

Of course, it is also worth noting that in Bolivia's export

statistics beans account for approximately 6 million dollars

annually. That is the official fig-

ure. Another way of measuring

the success of this product is the

fact that there is a lively flow of

beans that are smuggled across

the borders to neighbouring

countries. It is estimated that

this unofficial business is greater

than the official trade. In other

words, the improvement work

done by CIAT is producing

excellent returns.
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Lots of manual work

virtually all year round in

the bean seed production



You can't see the field
for the trees

Peru

Most people would probably be very tired of living 15

feet from a highway where heavy trucks send clouds of

dust and diesel fumes towards the house and yard every

three minutes - if the wind is blowing in that direction.

But Jose Trigozo doesn't look at it like that. On the con-

trary, the highway is a great bonus for him and his family,

and it forms the basis for a part of their existence: The lit-

tle store and restaurant that stand on a knoll slightly ele-

vated above the unsurfaced road. When the Trigozo family

came to Curimana just over 15 years ago, there was only a

path leading to their farm and over 11 miles to trudge to

the main road. Back then they used to carry their farm

produce up to the road and take a taxi to the local market.

That didn't pay very well, but cash has to come from

somewhere, even when you're a self-sufficient farmer. As

time went by and prices fell, they gave up making the trip,

and now their income comes mainly from the sale of juice

at the restaurant.

This is a slightly different story to those that the other

farming families in Jose's agricultural association can tell,

but they all have the same basic ingredient: You must earn

money for everyday necessities, even though you are self-

sufficient and can produce your own food. And one possibil-

ity that exists for all of them is to make use of the forest that

surrounds them. First they can use their own strips of land,

and then they can make their way into the deep and track-

less tropical forest, which still covers the great majority of

the Amazon country here in the easternmost areas of Peru.

You can find a lot of things in the forest: Fruit, resin

and leaves for medicine, and of course timber for fire-

wood, charcoal, buildings and posts. The forest and trees

are at least just as important as agriculture on a typical

farm in this region. Another member of the agricultural

association, a widow called Estela Nieves, lives on the out-

skirts of San Alejandro, another newly built little town. She

runs a farm together with her three adult sons on about

37 hectares of land or, more correctly, of mixed forest. For

only approximately two hectares are farmed with maize,

cassava, cooking bananas, rice and a little cotton. But she

would like to cultivate more of it, if there were enough

working hands to keep the soil in a reasonable state. The

other farms around here are about the same size, with

between 5 and 10 percent of the soil cultivated.

This is the other common denominator for farming fami-

lies here in this newly settled part of the country, which

has really fallen to the plough - or more correctly the hoe

- over the past 20-30 years. There are far too few people

to really gain benefit from the areas that have been

cleared in the forest. With normal farming the soil can
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give a reasonable yield for up to three years after the for-

est has been felled. After that it must lie fallow for a long

time, preferably as much as twenty years and return to

being forest again, recover and become reasonably nutri-

tious farm land. And to clear the new forest and release

the nutrition in the vegetation is no mean operation: This

involves setting fire to it, which is not always easy to con-

trol. Much of these areas are steep slopes that are unsuit-

able for growing maize, cassava and other utility plants.

A hard nut to crack
Let us repeat the list as it appears from Jose Trigozo's point

of view:

1. There is a lack of money for everyday necessities.

2. There is a lack of manpower in agriculture to tend the

soil satisfactorily.

3. The soil gradually loses its nutritional value.

This last point leads many farmers to leave the land at

some point or other to find a new section of forest to clear.

Another family who are members of the association

emphasize the problem of money:

4. You have to have capital in order to invest in what you

need and to make improvements. The man of the house,

Carlos Trinidad Nolasco, wants to buy a few more cattle to

make use of the grazing areas that otherwise develop into

brush. Matilde Quispe, his wife, would like to invest money

in a well on their land, so that they don't have to haul

water from the valley over half a mile away. The family

itself, their two cows, pigs, chickens and ducks - and their

indispensable watchdog - need a lot of water, not least

because the temperature is constantly above 70 degrees F

and on really hot days rises to over 100 humid degrees,

before the rain cools things down again.

And this is where the list of problems begins that a

concerned outside world can readily start to compile:

5. Burning down the forest contributes to global warming.

6. We are losing the rain forest, which we know neutralizes

Peach palms and ground cover crops, a long and

a short term investment by dona Nieves

much of the CO2 discharged by industry and traffic in

other parts of the world.

7. Nature is being deprived of a number of species

because virgin forest is destroyed. Or in the terms used in

the ecological debate: Biodiversity is being reduced.

Jose is vice-chairman of the agricultural association that

has members spread along the major and minor roads all

over the vast area called the Aguaytia watershed. You

might think that the association had enough work in deal-

ing with the first four problems. But they are certainly

more than just aware of the last three.
The chairman, Jhony Lino, who is Jose's next door

... with a promise of a

plantation looking like the

neighbour's two and a half

year from now.
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The nursery at the

research station

preparing for the

next stage of its

partnership pro-

gramme with farm-

ers

This view of a good

cover of the land-

scape and soon a

steady income

makes it advisable

to stay on the land

neighbour about two miles down the road, sits on the ter-

race of his well-built wooden house and presents his views

on the context of the problems and his contribution to a

possible solution in a somewhat undiplomatic fashion:

"One of the - relatively big - countries (we will not men-

tion the country in question here), which makes one hell

of a contribution to the destruction of our global environ-

ment, is welcome to donate a little money to us out here

who are in a position be able to do something about the

global climate on their behalf." Jhony is quite aware that

one of the hottest subjects in the climate debate is interna-

tional bartering with CO2 quotas, and he would certainly

like to spend some of the rich countries' indulgence mon-

ey together with his association.

A really good starting point

There are particularly good reasons for listening to Jhony

Lino's offer, because in this region they have acquired a

good basis for investing money knowledgeably and with

great rewards. This is not least due to the work that has

been carried out by the International Centre for Research

in Agroforestry, ICRAF, since 1996 in Aquayita with its base

in the region's main town of Pucallpa.
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Agroforestry is essentially a question of distributing

trees in belts or singularly to act as windbreaks in fields

between agricultural crops. The focus is on all the qualities

that trees can offer: Protection against the soil drying out,

leaves that can provide mould, fertilization for the soil,

fruit, twigs and branches for the stove and also often sup-

plements to animal fodder. In this area the trees are not

spread across the fields, but they roll over the landscape

following the veins, so that agroforestry almost resembles

a game of chess where forests and fields alternate in

squares. In this way farmers must be guided to use select-

ed trees instead of choosing at random.

This might lead you to believe that forest researchers

can just dip into a bag and find the right ingredients for a

balanced way of organising farms. This idea applies a

good part of the way for agriculture, where ICRAF also car-

ries out research and advises, but they had to more or less

begin from scratch regarding sensible guidelines for trees

when they started here. This is generally the position in

which forestry finds itself, particularly in the tropics; that

the systematic collection of knowledge about trees and the

cultivation of them is a relatively new activity, because the

natural product was in so many ways first-rate.

They didn't really have time to wait the many years
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that ordinary and thorough research work would demand

at the station in Pucallpa. But it was possible to save time

and obtain a great deal of knowledge by working together

with farmers from the start. So after holding demanding

interviews, 20 farmers were selected. This number later

grew to 37. The families chosen were enterprising and

extremely interested, and were prepared to take part in

research that required binding contracts for both parties.

Extensive and demanding

The initial step was to select a number of the approximate-

ly 150 important trees that farmers use for different pur-

poses. 23 species were chosen, partly on the criteria that

they were good as timber, as fuel and at producing fruit.

Of these, four were singled out for very large-scale

research. Those who can see anything at all through the

clouds of dust along the roads would probably think that

the long-stretched colonised area appears to be very uni-

form: Mixed trees with occasional clearings and now and

then a meadow with small cows. But there is in fact a vast

difference between the poor soils with limited rainfall near

Pucallpa in comparison with the more high-lying areas fur-

ther up country - even just a matter of 300 feet higher -

where there is heavy rain, nearly 140 inches annually, and

richer soil. The species of trees found in this region are

very similar, but they grow very differently, so they had to

be selected and it was necessary to give advice about

which sort of a particular species would be most suitable

for a certain locality.

Farmers from different areas were asked to identify

from their farm or forest a couple of the best specimens of

the sort of tree selected, and in addition to this other trees

of the same species were chosen at random. Seeds were

then collected from all of them. In one of the most com-

prehensive tests, over 200 trees of one species were

involved. Initially these were cultivated into saplings at

ICRAF's research station and then planted out at the 20

farms. Not all the farmers were involved with all four trees,

but it is possible to get a sense of the care that is needed

in order to identify every single tree in each individual sec-

tion of forest when the results have to be assessed.

For the individual farmers, it was part of the contract

that they had to clear a large area of land of approximate-

ly three quarters of a hectare for each species of tree. They

received a small contribution to their income for this

demanding work. Here was a little of the ready cash they

needed. They were given barbed wire to fence in the area,

free fertilizer to start the plants off with and not least a

good ground cover between the trees. This was a low legu-

minous plant, which fertilizes the soil with nitrogen, keeps

the soil moist and is also very suitable as cattle fodder.

Incidentally, this was developed by one of ICRAF's sister

centres, CAT. A particular quality of this plant is that it

produces seeds that can be sold at a very good price,

approximately $9 per kilogram, and seeds can be gath-

ered after only 6-8 months. There we have ready cash

again. As yet, we haven't really talked about money, but

the price for a calf, for example, is approximately $90.

The farmers were then expected to keep the area clean,

and that is no mean requirement when you have the forest

lurking on the other side of the fence. The initial years cost

the farmers money. It is really quite impressive that they

took part, because the work was difficult and tiring from a

short-term perspective. But there has been a lot of practical

support; including regular visits from advisers and meet-

ings for the farmers every third month. And the families

have had the satisfaction of watching the trees grow. But

there is still no cash on the table, because the first trees

were planted out late in 1997, and the tests have to run

for four whole years in order to register all the results

before it is possible to fell and sell trees.

The first phase is to see how the trees grow, and if you

walk through Carlos Trinidad's little plantation you can see

a great deal of difference between the slim trees. Some of

them are actually ready for felling, because the trunk only

needs to be just over 4 inches thick in order to be used for

panels to cover walls in the homes of wealthy Americans

and Europeans. Other trunks are only as thick as the wrists

of his children, who jump around eagerly in front of us
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Income from pigs and

poultry can bridge the

cash gap until the trees

have grown to cutting age

swinging a machete above the grass on the path. But all of

the trees have shot up thirteen - sixteen - nineteen feet

above the ground. Before long, the trees will belong solely

to the farmers, but the tests have to be completed first.

The final phase is to fell individual trees at an early stage

- once again following close guidelines to ensure a clear

understanding of what is being done - in order to assess

how they form shoots from the stub.

At Jhony Lino's farm, peach palms that give a good

yield, palm marrow and wood for parquet flooring, are

being tested in a very well kept section of the plantation.

The palms are two and a half years old and from now on
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they are going to be put to use. Senora Nieves has only

recently joined the peach palm project, but it looks very

promising and in about two years she will be able to har-

vest the fruits of her sons' sweat-dripping toil.

Results to be used on a large scale
The advantages of involving the farmers in this research

were apparent from the start. A lot of information was

passed on while they were waiting for the results, and it was

possible to teach the farmers a great deal about practical

forestry. Jose Trigoso Tapullima, our friend with the store,

was atypical. He had previously been employed on another

forest project, but otherwise the new settlers often come

from regions where there is no knowledge about trees, for

example from the cold Andes mountains. And a very inter-

esting aspect of these tests is to use the experience that

these farmers have of trees on their own farms and in the

forests. There was general agreement that one of the species

was best if trees with dark bark were chosen. This guaran-

teed a more compact wood; and the more yellow a peach

palm's fruit was, the better the plants would be that were

produced by its seeds. These were the criteria for selection

that most farmers used. Whether they stand up to a scien-

tific test will soon be established, and if they prove to be

correct it will naturally be a great help when giving advice

to farmers about which trees they should choose.

Much advice is already being given about the research,

both officially and unofficially. Carlos, who lives right by

the highway, often receives visits from people who drive

past, and taxi drivers are willing to stop with their passen-

gers and be offered a walk around the fields in the forest

area behind the house. There is a lot of interest in taking

part, and farmers from the district send in applications of

their own accord. And when, before long, recommenda-

tions are sent out on a large scale, they will be firm: That

type of tree is good for such and such a thing, and you

must choose a tree that can grow well there where you

live. So the trees planted will be almost guaranteed to pro-

duce better results than if things were done by chance.

But there has to be a place where you can get high

quality seeds, and that is the next phase: The research

farmers are to open nurseries, and the first steps have

already been taken, but they are waiting for new legislation

to be passed in Peru, so no one is interested in buying

until they know what they can rely on. It seems likely that

that the recommendations from 1CRAF about replanting

after each felling will become the standard procedure, and

in that case there will be both a private and a public mar-

ket.

Quality seeds must be mixed seeds from many individual

trees, because if they are taken from one "super tree" -

and that could produce a lot of seeds - it will result in

inbreeding and weak trees in the following generations.

This is a difficult aspect to explain clearly, but the farmers

are eager to pass on their knowledge to those who ask for

information. The educational work that has been done has

produced fine results.

Now the first group of research farmers are waiting to

earn some money in return for their hard grind, and the

general opinion is that some of them will be needed to

start more plantation areas run according to the good new

principles. This is something that they should be happy

about in that relatively big polluting country that has CO2

quotas for sale. Because once a farmer has a couple of

valuable groves of

trees growing, he is

very unwilling to set

fire to his land. The

same applies to his

neighbours if they

are involved in a

scheme. And they

will be very reluctant

to leave and find new

land, when they have

something of value

standing there where

they have settled.
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By the 1980s new agricultural technology,

based on scientific research, had taken hold

across much of Latin America. Improved vari-

eties and better crop husbandry brought about

substantial production gains, particularly in two

major staples, rice and wheat. But at many

locations, notably in the more isolated and dif-

ficult environments, farmers proved reluctant to

adopt new varieties of staple crops or even

rejected them outright.

Some scientists argued that low adoption of

new technology was the result of a mismatch

between the products available and the varied

preferences and circumstances of rural people liv-

ing in marginal areas. This problem, in turn,

stemmed from limited consultation between sci-

entists and farmers. To bridge the gap between

these two key actors in agriculture, a novel set of

research methods, collectively known as partici-

patory plant breeding (PPB), was created.

The central ingredient of PPB is its systematic

inclusion of farmers' knowledge, skills, and pref-

erences in the development of new varieties.

Instead of having only occasional contact, farm-

ers and researchers work side by side to develop

a more acceptable product. Like conventional

breeding, PPB relies on the well-known scientific

disciplines. But with the aid of social scientists, it

involves farmers in key activities, such as setting

breeding priorities, selecting from among vari-

able populations, and evaluating varieties while

they are still at the experimental stage.

Scores of examples from all over Latin Ameri-

ca show how national and international organiza-

tions have used PPB to shape new varieties of

staple crops more closely to farmers' preferences.

Adding to the plant breeders' worries, scientists

working in the vulnerable and difficult areas of

Latin America became increasingly concerned

during the 1980s about environmental dam-

age resulting from agriculture. Among the

chief consequences are excessive pesticide use,

deforestation, biodiversity loss, and soil degra-

dation, including serious erosion of topsoil.

During recent decades many new technolo-

gies have been developed to address these

problems. Soil scientists, to take one example,

have worked extensively with measures such as

the use of grass strips, cover crops, live fences,

and a host of innovative tree-crop combina-

tions.

Nonetheless, in the marginal environments

where such practices seem most necessary,

adoption has been low. One key problem is

that most new soil conservation methods were

designed by researchers on experiment sta-

tions, or sometimes in farmers' fields, but with

only token farmer participation.

To remedy this situation, scientists focusing

on environmental degradation in agriculture

took a closer look at the new approach some

plant breeders had chosen. They began devel-

oping participatory methods to incorporate

farmers' perspectives into their research on nat-

ural resource management.

Throughout this book you will find examples of

how this novel approach to agricultural research

and development has spread. Many researchers

and farmers alike now regard it as the "natural"

way to operate, with both traditional knowledge

and formal science making a contribution.

But it is important to keep in mind that each

partner needs the other. While age-old practices

still offer much to the search for sustainable

agriculture, they are obviously no longer

enough in many places. Population pressure

and the need for progress in life demand more

than traditional methods can provide. So renew-

al must also come from outside rural communi-

ties, with researchers making key contributions.

Research results without application, on the

other hand, make for a bad business that satis-

fies no one. This is why researchers have found

it most simulating to get out of their laborato-

ries, discuss their findings with users, and return

with new ideas about how to move ahead.

This participatory trend in agricultural

research is entirely consistent with current direc-

tions in development assistance, where the

catchwords these days are "ownership" and

"partnership." Agricultural research organizations

in developing countries have probably moved

earlier, faster, and more concretely than most

other institutions on the development scene.

The information for the above text was compiled by
Nathan Russell of OAT and edited with the author of the
book.
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Making good the
damage

Cuba

There is good reason to boast, and Alfredo Acosta Rodriguez

does just that in his own self-assured manner. Generally

speaking: The co-operative is clearly the best of the four to

be found in the local council of Alquizar in Havana province.

And as it is common knowledge that Havana's agriculture is

the most superior in Cuba, it also means that he is the chair-

man of one of the most outstanding examples that the coun-

try has to offer. Not least in the production of sweetpotatoes,

which is what we have come to look at.

The results here are certainly excellent, and the co-oper-

ative pays full tribute to the heroes - soldiers of the revo-

lution - from whom it has taken its name: "Heroes de

Yaguajay". In a good year like last year the total yield from

the two growing seasons was approximately 40 tons per

hectare, and in one bumper year at the end of the 1990s

it was over 50 tons. The national average for sweetpotatoes

is as low as six to seven tons. 40 tons is a result that fills

your barn and brings in a lot of money when you devote

almost 60 hectares of the 300 you have available to sweet-

potatoes.

The specialists sitting around the table on the co-opera-

tive's shady terrace enjoy their cold papaya juice, while

they check the high figures quoted on their pocket calcula-

tors. The figures seem all right, but this is really not sur-

prising because most of the 150 people employed here

know how to grow sweetpotatoes so that the yield is high

and losses are kept low. The Ministry of Agriculture has a

station in each local council, which keeps an eye on crops,

provides courses and new information, and supplies input

for production. The people from the Ministry of Agricul-

ture are present at the table, and are naturally also pleased

to bask themselves a little in the successful results.

Let's wait a bit before mentioning those who really

ought to be praising themselves, while we hear about how

desperately hopeless the whole situation appeared to be

not so very long ago.

The collapse
Sweetpotatoes are an old crop in Cuba that arrived here

with the Chinese far back in time, and an important ingre-

dient in everyday cooking. Not so much with regard to

calories, but because the tuber provides vitamins A and C

to a diet where corn products, cassava and other root crops

play an important part. In other words, sweetpotatoes are

excellent food and have been produced constantly in great

amounts through time.

Unfortunately, a tedious problem exists when it comes

to growing sweetpotatoes, and that is a weevil by the

name of Cylas formicarius. It arrived sometime from
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abroad and now it lays its eggs on the sweetpotato plant,

after which the larvae develop into greedy rodents that

bore themselves down into the root and can spoil an

alarming amount of the harvest. In recent times this larva

has been kept at bay by using pesticides, involving spray-

ing the fields as much as 12-15 times during the growing

season, which lasts between four and five months. So it

was possible to control the problem, if the focus was con-

centrated solely on crop damage control. The environmen-

tal costs we will revert to.

The Cuban economy ran into a very serious and pro-

longed crisis from the start of the 1990s, following the

political upheavals in the Eastern European countries,

which had until then been Cuba's most important trading

partners. This resulted in a stop in the import of pesticides,

and the effects of this very soon became evident in the

sweetpotato fields. Losses increased from less than 10 per

cent to often half of the crop, and it was not just the fact

that so much was lost, but also that the entire harvest was

of poor quality. At that time Alfredo did not have much to

boast about; his losses reached 60 per cent. It was impos-

sible to live with, and it was impossible to make a living.

Not completely from scratch

There was something that could be done without pesticides

and, even though it was not a great deal, farmers dipped

into their toolbox and used what was available to them.

First and foremost they knew from experience that sweet-

potatoes must never be planted in the same field two sea-

sons running. Another basic rule was that the soil must as

far as possible be kept wet by watering. The explanations

behind these methods are that the weevils survive on the

soil, and if sweetpotatoes are planted continuously in that
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field the enemy is already lying in wait. Keeping the fields

wet prevents the weevils from laying their eggs directly on

the tubers. If there are no cracks in the soil that the weevils

can crawl down, they are forced to lay their eggs on the

lower part of the stalks. The larvae have difficulties in thriv-

ing there; it takes time for them to work their way down to

the tubers, and the damage is greatly reduced.

During the 1980s, one of the institutions that has more

reason to boast than so many others had developed a new

and effective method of protection. Sweetpotatoes are

reproduced by cutting off a part of the stalk and planting

it in a new field. Usually, the stalks are cut off when har-

vesting - making it a busy time involving both harvesting

and planting. However, at this stage there can well be lar-

vae on the plants, which means that that they will be

transferred to the next field. The new method was devel-

oped by INVIT, the Cuban institute for research into tropi-

cal crops, working with small fields, where the stalks were

cut off for planting while the plants were young and had

not yet been attacked.

On one of the big state farms in Santo Domingo - and

now we are in the centre of Cuba, in Villa Clara province -

the chairman, Christobal Yera, is pleased to show us a

small area of the farm where cuttings are being taken from

two month old plants. The technique is to take the cutting

from high up on the plant so that there is a good guaran-

tee against pests. Furthermore, the young shoots are more

vigorous and quicker to grow than cuttings from older

plants. They must be planted the same day with plenty of

water, so that these new plants are given a head start.

These were more or less the ideas that were available

when pesticides could no longer be obtained.

But help was on its way

Together with the International Centre for Potato Research

(CIP) in Peru, INVIT started to develop a whole catalogue

of new methods, which together made life hard for the

destructive weevils. This kind of package of natural part

solutions, linked with sensible working methods, is known
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as "integrated pest management". In this particular case, a

substantial number of ingredients are involved. There are

12-13 in number, if everything is included. And it would

appear that most of them are in use, and that they are suc-

cessful in keeping the weevils almost totally at bay.

A simple method that is totally cost-free is to harvest

the sweetpotatoes as soon as they are ready. The longer

they are left in the soil, the greater the risk that they will

be attacked. But this was not something that used to be

taken all that seriously.

Juan Gomez is one of the somewhat rare private farm-

ers, and he is quite well known in the country for his good

results. Once again, we are in the very productive Havana

province. He inherited the farm from his father, and he has

been a farmer since the 1930s. He can also tell the same

sad story about problems with sweetpotatoes nine or ten

years ago. Now things are going well, even though it is

evident that he does not use all the guidelines, because

the poorest remains of tubers and stalks are left to wither

in the field after harvest. This is completely contrary to

good advice, which says that all remains should be

removed and shredded so that the larvae are destroyed.

But he is aware of another tip that CIP and INVIT have giv-

en: Avoid planting sweetpotatoes alongside a neighbour-

ing field of sweetpotatoes.

No lack of imagination

However, the real trump cards were to be found elsewhere.

Pedro Saez, another private farmer, in Managas in Villa

Clara province, stands in the middle of his sweetpotato

field and demonstrates a little trick for the benefit of his

guests. It looks as if he is constructing an anthill with a tuft

of grass. But this is something he has already done long

ago. That is to say, he has not made one, but about 25 of

them per hectare. This is done by gathering a little grass

or rolling a large banana leaf together, pouring a portion

of sugar water over it and waiting for a couple of days. By

that time there is no doubt that it will be full of hungry

ants, which - when moved to an infected sweetpotato field
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- will build underground nests, pitch into the Cylas wee-

vil's eggs and larvae, but otherwise leave the field undis-

turbed. As we know, ants are both industrious and wise, so

they move in great numbers to the next sweetpotato field

after the harvest.

For Pedro this acts as the key solution, even though he

also waters plentifully and follows the other pieces of good

advice. And by now we already more or less know the

story: About six or seven years ago there was 50 per cent

damage, now it is almost undetectable. The "Carlos Bacino"

farm, owned by a local sugar factory, is situated on the

outskirts of Santa Domingo. They do not use ants as part-

ners here because they consider the soil to be too sandy.

On the other hand, they reap great benefit from

another solution developed by the co-operation between

CIP and INVIT: Traps. You have to know what to look for,

because the small sticks with a little plate on top of them

in the middle of the fields do not appear to be anything

special. It is not until you are quite close to them that you

can see a little dark red plastic disc hanging from a string

under the plate. Your immediate reaction would be that

not many weevils could be caught in a trap like that. But

most farmers take this matter very seriously. The sticks are

clearly positioned systematically, approximately 16 per

hectare. But in many places they make do with fewer traps

and move them across the field once a week. In Cuba as a

whole, there are about 160,000 of these traps in various

designs.

"Traps" is how the research workers refer to them, but per-

haps it would be more accurate to call them "decoys". The

little plastic device contains a very slight amount of a dilu-

ted odorous substance, referred to as pheromone, which

emits the same signal as a mating female weevil. This

causes the males to swarm around the sticks - the plates

are only for protection against rain or strong sunlight -

and settle on the surrounding plants, which have been

sprayed with a limited amount of poison.

Neither is "poison" really an accurate term. Pedro Saez

also uses traps, and he sprays the immediate vicinity with

a fungus that INVIT has identified, which only harms cer-

tain insects. In Cuba there are over 200 manufacturers of

this fungus, which is called Beauveria bassiana. It attacks

the adult males, causing them to perish in the space of a

week. Other weevils that have been in contact with them

also run the risk of sharing the same fate.

This fungus is completely safe for humans, plants and

A substantial part of the explanation of the good results in fighting the

enemy is the red plastic disc in midfield
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Water is another vital

ingredient in keeping the

harmful insects under con-

trol

animals. And this is where we see the great environmental

advantage, even though Pedro gives the rest of his field a

weak dosage of the fungus, just for good measure.

A lot of money is at stake

If we evaluate this development and consider it mainly

from an environmental perspective, it is obvious that it was

a great blessing that it became impossible to afford pesti-

cides from the early 1990s. Agricultural workers, farmers

and animal life have been spared much. In a major survey

of the effects of the combined efforts of INVIT and CIP to

combat the Cylas weevil, farmers state that they would not

return to the old means of spraying even if - at some time

in the future - it became possible to buy pesticides once

again.

It is unlikely that Cuban farmers are more environmen-

tally conscious than so many other farmers elsewhere, but

there are obvious financial advantages in retaining the new

methods for controlling weevils. Not less than six

economists and insect researchers from INVIT and CIP have

examined the figures backwards and forwards and inside

out, and their report published in 2000 may appear to be

somewhat boring at first glance, filled as it is with tables

and graphs. But the results are far from boring. Irrespec-

tive of how cautious you are with your calculations, there

is no doubt that the research and development work car-

ried out has proved to be a tremendously worthwhile

investment. Damage has been reduced substantially, and

there have been great savings because expensive pesticides

have been cut out and replaced by the introduction of sim-

ple and inexpensive methods that counteract the weevils.

This can be seen as a splendid contribution to Cuba's

national economy and food supply. But it is also possible

to calculate the interest rate of the research investment,

and even the most conservative estimates are impressive.

The report covers the period between 1980 and 2020, and

calculates the profits, losses and costs from the time when

it was possible to use pesticides, and provides an outlook

for the future on the basis of the new methods having
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been put into force. After 1980, where isolated research

work was carried out without results being implemented in

practice, there was an increase in expenditure throughout

the decade, where efforts were intensified in order to

develop new and improved methods. This period could be

viewed as bad business. However, in 1993 the picture

changes and from then on the advantages increase from

year to year, stabilizing from 2001, where profits start to

roll in because the various methods that have been devel-

oped have now been introduced practically all over Cuba.

The returns from research work can be set at between

49 and 73 per cent - and who would not like to be the

bank behind an investment of that kind? At the same time

the estimated benefits to Cuba's economy amount,

depending on how bold your calculations are, to anything

up to 31 million dollars a year. These high figures are nat-

urally due to the fact that sweetpotatoes are a widespread

crop, grown on approximately 66,000 hectares of land,

and that most of the new guidelines are relatively inexpen-

sive.

However, these positive figures are also connected with

the fact that the sweetpotato plants of today are of a con-

siderably better quality than they were in the past. Over

the years, new varieties have been introduced that have

increased the yield; while the tubers produced have a taste

and appearance that consumers demand. In other words,

the advantages of the results that have been achieved are

twofold: More sweetpotatoes per acre and a reduction in

losses. And an important explanation as to why Cuba has

been so successful in this respect is the fact that the coun-

try is so well organized, which means that it has been pos-

sible to establish contact with all growers, offer initial

advice and then monitor progress.

Promises and problems
Economists have to be cautious people, and there is no

doubt about the fact that they have been so in their

report. If they had had some of INVIT's or CIP's plant

researchers to assist them, they would probably have been

informed that they might have allowed themselves to be

somewhat more optimistic in their calculations. It is unlike-

ly that time will be allowed to stand still over the next

twenty years, and INVIT are already well advanced in the

development of new varieties of sweetpotatoes - based on

a considerable collection in their genetic bank that con-

tains, not least, varieties from CIP - that are much more

resistant and therefore need less protection. For example,

the new varieties have deeper roots, which is a great

advantage because it makes it much more difficult for the

larvae to reach the tubers. And at "Carlos Bacino" Alfred

Fuentes is pleased to show us his patch where INVIT's new

varieties are being tested. One variety in particular is

extremely promising. It can produce approximately 30

tons per hectare and - equally important - it would

appear that it is able to limit losses due to weevil attack to

4-5 per cent without any assistance. With a small amount

of help these losses could be reduced to zero.

Further refinement of plants can improve the financial

results considerably, but it is a question of time because it

can take as much as ten years before a new variety can

make its way from the laboratory to the grower's field.

At the present time, the use of traps is definitely the

most effective aspect of integrated pest management. At

the same time, it is also the most vulnerable element

because Cuba is not in a position to produce the

pheromone required, and it must therefore be purchased

with precious foreign currency from a specialized laborato-

ry in Europe. So far CIP has

assisted Cuba with this problem,

but this is not a long-term

solution because the cost

of imports amounts to 2.5

million dollars a year. The

co-operatives, the state farms

and the private farmers alike

are keeping their fingers

crossed that the weevil

will not regain its power

over their fields.
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Mexico

Ifs spreading

Arturo Hernandez Sierra is hopeful and very worried at the

same time. The results are certainly good, in a limited

sense, but the overall picture does not look too promising.

Dr Sierra is, as the research director of ICAMEX, responsi-

ble for all agricultural development work funded by the

public sector in the constituent state of Mexico.

Here there are more than 300,000 farmers, and

ICAMEX works to ensure better production of livestock,

forestry, vegetables and the whole spectrum of agricultural

crops. The most eminent of these is maize, and that is why

a very great portion of ICAMEX's limited budget, as well
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as Arturo Sierra's time and thoughts, are spent on maize.

In fact, "spent on", is an insufficient expression. You can

tell that he is devoted to it.

The basic conditions for maize are not bad at all, he

explains. It is true that here in the highlands the soil is

somewhat acid, but in the long rainy season they normally

get over 1,000 millimetres of rain, which is plenty for all

kinds of crops. The distribution over the growing season is

good, and the highland farmers are so used to rainfall that

the local expression is: "If it doesn't rain for three days,

there's a drought." They ought to talk to their neighbours

in the bordering constituent states.

On the other hand, the maize you see in the fields by

the highways is often rather feeble-looking. These are the

type of crops that reduce the average annual production to

3.8 tons per hectare, so there is definitely something that

is not quite right. In addition to this, there is the major

agricultural problem, which we will return to later.

ICAMEX has plenty to do in just looking after maize, but

The maize straw is taken good care of as a low value

but important fodder
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fortunately they have a strong and stable partner in the

international research centre for wheat and maize, CIM-

MYT, which is just a few hours' drive towards Mexico City.

We will also pay them a visit.

Maize is something special

There is no other agricultural crop that is as widespread as

maize. It can be grown and will ripen anywhere from the

equator to approximately 50 degrees latitude north and

south. As green fodder it can grow even further north and

south. And maize thrives everywhere from the tropical low-

lands to mountain slopes at an altitude of 3,600 metres, as

long as the average temperature in the growing season

can manage to reach somewhere in the region of 60

degrees F.

Most agricultural crops are grown for a small part of

the plant: The fruit, or seed, the root or leaves. In develop-

ing countries maize can be used 100 per cent: The cobs

are used as they are or ground into flour, the leaves and

stalks as animal fodder, the sheath of the cob as "wrap-

ping" when cooking, and in some places the root is also

used as fodder. And the space in between the tall plants is

suitable for growing other vegetation such as squash or

beans. Maize is really in a class of its own.

In many places it is unthinkable to sit down to a meal

without maize in one form or another. Here in Mexico the

small pancakes called tortillas are set ingredients. But tor-

tillas are not just tortillas, and each different kind of pan-

cake requires a particular sort of flour. The favourite colour

here is white, but in other parts of the world they prefer

yellow. Believe it or not, in Mexico they actually grow blue

maize, which is used for the special dark tortillas that are a

unique delicacy.

You could write a whole book about the colours, the

size of corn, the texture and all the products that contain

maize, which have been developed for particular uses. If

you then multiply all this with the different regions of the

world where maize is grown, it comes as no surprise that

you finish up with thousands of possible combinations.

In the developing countries, farmers have selected

seeds from their granaries over the centuries, but as this

method brings about a continuous inbreeding, it produces

inferior results in the long run. Therefore, there is a need

for innovation.

A change is not always for the good

When a new variety of maize leaves the breeders, it has

been adapted to the area in question and tested under
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Small scale farmers still rely on manual and horse power for preparing

the land, weeding and hilling the maize

local conditions or in a similar area. The subsequent weak

link in the chain has been the distribution of the new

seeds to all those who were interested. This requires that

there is a seed producer who can assume the professional

task of growing maize for the production of seeds. CIM-

MYT, ICAMEX and similar research centres cannot take on

the job of being both researchers and sales organizations.

The task of producing maize seeds is a feasible proposi-

tion, more or less. Manuel Lopez Nava of the ASPROS seed

company shows us around their seed fields outside Toluca,

which lies at an altitude of 2,600 metres. Here there are

blocks of tall maize plants topped by erect male flowers in

between shorter plants with their male flower cut off. They

are in the process of producing a crossbreed, which is

based on pollen from one variety of maize and placenta

from another, in order to achieve a combination of the

best characteristics of both varieties, that is to say high-

quality seed.

The individual maize plant, with separate male and

female flowers, will mix - as opposed to the self-pollinat-

ing cereals, such as wheat and barley where male and

female flowers are in one - readily and effectively with

other maize plants, by means of wind-pollination. In order

to prevent self-pollination, they have therefore created

pure female plants. The maize they are to be pollinated by

surrounds these female plants.

However, the "windbreaks" of selected male maize are

not always sufficient to prevent unwanted pollination,

because pollen can drift some distance from other fields

with the right amount of wind. During his training,

Manuel Nava worked at CIMMYT and has picked up a

number of tricks about how to produce pure seed. Making

sure that there is a good distance to other maize is one of

the basic rules, but as there is maize growing more or less

everywhere, even large producers with plenty of land can

have difficulty in creating ideal conditions. Here they have
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implemented another method: Irrigation and early sowing

are used to pre-empt the massive spreading of pollen from

other fields in the rainy season. But alas, maize is a multi-

tude of things, and some of the older varieties in this area

are admittedly a bit slack. On the other hand, some types

ripen very early and damage can occur.

And of course, you can't expect things to be too easy,

so it is a matter of planting the two maize varieties for the

crossbreed at the right moment for each of them individu-

ally, so that the pollen and the female flowers mature

simultaneously. And that means within less than a week.

But precisely because they are different varieties, it does

not take very dramatic developments in wind and weather

conditions before calculations go wrong.

This year it looks as if things will succeed but, when the

harvest comes, 10-15 per cent of the cobs that have the

wrong appearance will have to be removed by hand. The

remainder will pass on to the production shop, where they

are dried and treated against mould and insects, so that

they can be stored for the following season. And as the

farmers own this company, the aim of it is to improve agri-

culture, and therefore the seeds they produce are approxi-

mately 25 per cent cheaper than those offered by the big

international producers.

An energetic family

At the big farm owned by Malesio Sanchez TeHis and his

wife Alicea Navarette in the uplands of Tolucas, the maize

stands thick and green, row after row. In fact, it stands that

close together that an explanation is required. In the dis-

tance you can hear the lowing of the 25 dairy cows and

the bellowing of almost 100 head of cattle that are being

reared and fattened on the farm. The maize here is actu-

ally grown for green fodder or silage, so it is a question of

having the greatest possible production of leaves and

stems, while the size of the maize cobs is not really impor-

tant.

This maize is a relatively new variety, which ICAMEX

has developed on the basis of material from CIMMYT. In a

way it is a pity that that this new variety is only being

grown as fodder here, because it is especially good for

developing large and heavy corncobs. This is in fact what

researchers have worked hard at for so long. By giving the

cobs the highest priority, they have at the same time

reduced the profuse growth of leaves that was character-

istic of the old-fashioned varieties. All the same, Malesio

has managed to increase the total production of leaves,

stems and cobs for fodder from 30 tons to 60 tons per

hectare, because the plants grow so densely and are

healthy.

In actual fact, the figures are even more impressive

when you gaze across the undulating landscape from one

of the many lookout posts, because it is very visible that

Malesio's maize plants are much shorter than is usually the

case. The tall, dangling maize with plenty of leaves that

you see on other farms really appears to be more impres-

sive. But there is also a problem that has now been solved

with the new varieties: The old local types snap at the

drop of a hat or with a gust of strong wind. And if you

planted them as closely together as Malesio does here,

there is no doubt that they would collapse like a house of

cards, falling like ninepins long before they were ready to

be harvested.

If you take a closer look, you can see that there are

other innovations on this farm. The soil beneath the plants

is free of weeds - the maize offers very effective shade -

and the field is flat and the soil is not ridged up around

the roots, as is usually the custom. Only surface ploughing

is carried out, which preserves the nourishment in the soil,

and means that the earth retains more moisture and the

seeds are given a better start, even though they are only

just covered by the earth. There is also a somewhat

strange-looking corner of the farm where there are banks

of earth; it looks a bit like a deserted potato field after a

harvest. In fact, worms are being bred here, or perhaps it

would be more correct to say that quality compost is being

produced. The worms have been bought and are given

good soil to work in, helped by rainwater and by the grad-

ual addition of cow dung and vegetable refuse, so that the
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Another harvest of mate

seed wditing for customers

in a s/ow-growing Mexican

market

thoroughly chewed banks of earth grow day by day and

are transformed into super manure.

Malesio's large family of two grown-up sons, daughters-

in-law and grandchildren who work the 30 hectares

together, are aware of the fact that they are pioneers in

several ways.

All that Is new

The new plants and the many good ideas have not fallen

from heaven. Malesio's family do what they can to

progress with the work of using new methods, but at the

same time continuing in the usual manner with the well-

known varieties in some parts of the farm - in order to

make comparisons, and also to mix things in the best pos-

sible way.

That is also how the researchers work. In CIMMYT's

gene banks they have thousands of varieties and the farm-

ers' old land races, and they work on breeding the basic

varieties that meet the farmers' demands. Here in the

highlands, the selection of new varieties is not yet very

comprehensive, because only approximately 10 per cent of

the world's total maize production takes place in tropical

highlands, and therefore the majority of attention has

been focused on lowland maize production. But a lot of

good new things have been available for several years, and

many more are on the way.

The first stage of the research work takes place at CIM-

MYT's research stations in many parts of the world. A great

deal of this is done at the headquarters in El Batan, which

lies at an altitude of 2,200 metres. Here you can see much

of the growing catalogue of highland maize planted out in

well-kept sections of field. The material that has been test-

ed is then made available to researchers and maize breed-

ers in public and private organizations and firms.

All the agents

As mentioned, it is quite apparent to the major organiza-

tions such as CIMMYT, which works for all developing
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countries, and its partner ICAMEX, that they cannot possi-

bly keep in touch with every individual farmer regarding

all the good new agricultural developments and products.

There is a need for intermediaries. And for many years,

and in most places, it was the public agencies that

assumed the responsibility for adapting research results to

local needs. But in many places the public systems were

too limited and understaffed to be able to carry out these

tasks effectively, and this meant that a great many small

farmers went on producing as they had done in the past.

Gradually, farmers' associations were founded, and in

recent years private concerns such as ASPROS have begun

to appear in many developing countries and act as the

connecting link. The major international companies oper-

ate in places where there are large numbers of big farmers

and where farming is effective and up-to-date, but they are

seldom interested in small farmers - and the lack of inter-

est is mutual.

Both CIMMYT and ICAMEX have two things to pass on:

New plants and good advice. The latter should preferably

not cost very much, the former usually require payment.

In order to spread knowledge about the new varieties of

maize, the Mexican government has established a "kilo for

kilo" programme: Buy a kilo of good, new quality seed

and pay for a kilo of ordinary maize grain. This is a really

good offer that farmers take advantage of as long as there

are seeds in stock. ICAMEX is one of the suppliers to the

government.

There have been many attempts in the past to organize

the farmers in the constituent state of Mexico, but none of

them lasted long. However, a new initiative was started in

1996 as a federation of maize farmers, and today it has

32,000 members - approximately 10 per cent of all maize

farmers - and that means nearly all of the farmers in the

constituent state of Mexico. It is this federation that has

passed on some of the new ideas to Malesio and his

neighbours. The federation also produces seeds itself on a

limited basis, and here too the starting point has most

often been material from CIMMYT, sometimes as much as

100 per cent, as was the case with a new variety of maize
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that gave 1CAMEX first prize at a major Mexican agricul-

tural show in 2000.

But even so i f s a struggle

In CIMMYT's upland and in other places in Mexico, the

cities creep nearer year after year. The small farmers here

can be tempted to sell their land to town development

schemes, but many of them would like to retain a little

part-time farm, because they agree with ICAMEX that the

maize produced in Mexico is in many ways better than

what is imported.

Fernando Juarez Gonzales lives in the beautiful village of

San Dieguito on the edge of a picturesque valley, where the

sloping fields have been surrounded with cactus borders in

order to stabilize the terrain. He is an agricultural technician

with CIMMYT and he is a typical example of people in this

area; he is a wage earner in the modern sector, and in addi-

tion he dabbles in a bit of this and that on his little farm.

He has borrowed a tractor for ploughing, but otherwise he

does his weeding and hilling with his horse, and plants by

hand. All this is done in his spare time, but with some useful

help from his two sons who are in their early teens. Most of

the maize is eaten in their own household, but some of it

goes to fattening up their well-fed pigs.

This is the pattern of existence for many small and

medium-sized farmers. Fernando has received part of his

seeds from CIMMYT, and his yield last year was equal to

6.8 tons per hectare, close to CIMMYT's own result at its

research station. And he underlines the fact that it is really

resistant to attack by insects while being stored. However,

like all wise farmers he has sowed different varieties - also

the old variety that is prone to snapping - because you

can never tell what will manage best if the weather plays

tricks. Unfortunately, there is not much money in maize,

because even though Mexico cannot produce enough to

meet its own demands, prices are low due to imports from

the north. So it's a question of finding other ways of mak-

ing money with the help of maize, here with pigs, and

elsewhere with cattle or poultry.

It is this situation that worries Dr Sierra from ICAMEX,

and the federation of maize farmers. According to their

estimates, Mexico's agricultural has decreased over the

past 30 years, and the small farms have been squeezed

out, because even though they have completely different

methods of production, they are forced to compete with

the big, industrial producers in the USA and Canada. And

many small farmers have very little else to exist on apart

from agriculture, and because of this the drift towards the

towns is enormous; only 25 per cent of the population still

live in rural areas.

The fact that there is still a certain amount of optimism,

in spite of all this, is partly due to the improved maize. Just

a few years ago, four per cent of farmers bought

the new high-yield varieties. Today the figure

has increased to 10 per cent and - as the

seed representatives with ASPROS con-

clude, in a somewhat bittersweet tone

- the local maize actually improves

year by year, because it is so willing

to breed with superior varieties. So

CIMMYT's seed is probably to be

found in almost every single maize

field in Mexico - as well as in many

other places in the world,
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A number of the Latin American countries are

relatively small, many with scarce finances and

a limited number of professionals. The resour-

ces each of these countries can devote to the

most needed agricultural modernization, in-

cluding research, are therefore below what is

called for to develop that sector into a modern

industry and an engine for the continued eco-

nomic development of the countries.

Against that background international co-

operation has much to offer. Like in so many

other developing countries the services and the

output from international and regional agricultur-

al research, e.g. from CGIAR centers, play an

important role for the renewal of agriculture here.

Many of the countries in this part of the

world have within their borders very diverse

landscapes and climates with varied opportuni-

ties for agriculture, stretching the demand on

expertise in crops and animal husbandry, agri-

cultural methods and handling of natural

resources over a very broad specter. This

requires often much more than what is avail-

able nationally. The countries do, however, in

many cases share agricultural conditions with

neighboring nations making expertise on the

other side of their borders highly relevant.

In that situation it has been logical to devel-

op strong linkages among scientists in institu-

tions across national boundaries, leading over

time to regional networks for individual crops,

landscapes or whole agricultural systems. This

development has, of course, been facilitated a
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lot by the - nearly universal - Spanish inter lin-

gua of Latin America.

Among other actors the CGIAR centers in

Latin America have with the support of far-sight-

ed donors invested resources and in most cases

many years in building the trust, the rules and

not least the work plans of such networks. Exam-

ples comprises the CONDESAN, the cross-Andean
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countries from Venezuela to northern Chile and

northwest Argentina, sharing many characteristics

and problems. The broad range of activities

encompass protection of natural resources, agri-

cultural production increase and improved poli-

cies. The potato research center, CIP, has taken

the lead in CONDESAN which also among its

prominent international partners counts CIAT.

Another type of network is the CIMMYT-led

regional maize program for Central American

countries. Here one crop and its cultivation is

in focus, again involving all countries of the

region sharing many important features of

agricultural conditions.

The central issue of the work is the divi-

sion of labor among the diverse partners,

ranging from well-equipped national labo-

ratories to universities, local governments,

NGOs and farmers' associations. Within a

shared plan framework partners have

been allotted responsibility - and most

of the available funds - to undertake a

piece of the total effort, each partner

building on its comparative advantage

with regard to expertise, location and

facilities.

This could have been a rather static

pattern, everybody specializing in their

pre-determined field of expertise. But

the consortia have not functioned

that way. An integral part of the net-

works have throughout been capaci-

ty building at local partners, both

in a formal sense, e.g. university

degrees, and in the shape of

workshops, field days and hands-on experi-

ence with colleagues. Field level work has been

an important venue for the participatory

approach in agricultural research, benefiting

farmers and researchers alike.

Crucial to the impact of the work has been

the expanding communications capacity and

information exchange among the actors. It

goes without saying that only when results and

products are shared does it prove meaningful

to be a contributing member of a consortium.

Much emphasis is placed on equipping and

training local and village level partners to

become integrated in the communications net-

work via e-mail and internet access.

CIMMYT has in 2000 investigated the func-

tions and the results of "spillovers" of interna-

tional research networks, and the evidence is

overwhelmingly positive also in economic

terms - everyone gaining from their participa-

tion. The CIMMYT-Central American maize net-

work, to take one example, proves to be the

dominant source of improved varieties, being

the source of 64% of the improved maize seed

in the region with national research systems,

the private sector and CIMMYT sharing the rest

in nearly equal proportions.
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After the storm

Honduras and Nicaragua

In La Portadilla the few
spots of level ground are
for communal purposes,
agriculture is left with the
hillsides

Nelson Palma Alvarado points from the tin-roofed veranda

of his house towards the grass field in front of it, which is

the centre of the village. It is flat just here, but not much

else in this place is. We are at an altitude of 1,400 metres,

where all the land is either uphill or downhill. But not the

field of grass. So naturally, that is why it has been made

into a football pitch. Yes there is, by the way, one other flat

piece of ground: The cemetery.

We are in La Portadilla in the Yoro province of northern

Honduras. This is a green agricultural area, it's the middle

of the rainy season, and trees and fields climb up and

down the steep hills. A lashing shower of rain forces the

young people on the football pitch to seek shelter under

the veranda, and the violent rain serves as a natural pre-

lude to our subject: Hurricane Mitch, a storm of Biblical

dimensions. During the last week of October 1998 it

smashed its way through vast agricultural areas of Central

America in a combination of firestorm and heaven's open

floodgates.

You can sense that the football pitch - and of course

the cemetery - would have resembled a lake during those

days. The fields, forest stretches and dirt roads were trans-

formed into foaming rivers. And the actual riverbeds

swelled up, and with brute force they tore bridges, roads,

houses, fields and many people along with them, until the
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rain gradually left off and the water gushed towards the

sea. In one week in this region as much rain fell as a Euro-

pean agricultural country can expect over a period of two

whole years. The Yoro province was not the worst hit in

Honduras; people were evacuated in time from the most

threatened areas here. Elsewhere in Honduras, and in the

neighbouring countries, there was a terrible combination

of losses. 10,000 people were killed in Central America,

and as much as 70 per cent of the crops in fields and

barns were lost.

On a tour of the narrow tracks on the slopes, Nelson

shows us where the water rolled down over the fields. Only

trees and the largest bushes survived, while almost all the

crops were lost. One of the approach roads to La Portadilla

was blocked by a maize field, which simply slid down the

steep slope above it. It could not have happened at a

worse time. It was just before the village was about to har-

vest its most important foods, maize and beans.

A little order amongst the chaos

Hurricane Mitch was a natural catastrophe that will find its

way into the history of mankind. It was the most violent

storm that Central America experienced in the 20th Centu-

ry, and the mere mention of its name is still enough to
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bring tears into the eyes of many stouthearted farmers'

wives. The media interest was enormous, and luckily this

was matched by the global aid given. There was not much

that could be done while the storm raged, but relief was

ready as soon as it was possible to reach the affected

areas. Many of these were completely isolated, with roads

and bridges washed away - something that is still very

apparent because you see construction work, detours and

temporary dirt roads in operation in many places, both

here in Honduras and in the neighbouring country of

Nicaragua, which was also very badly hit.

Naturally, the first essential task was to ensure that peo-

ple had a roof over their heads again, and that food sup-

plies reached those places where stores had been lost. This

was in itself a colossal operation where public authorities,

relief organizations and both local and international NGOs

threw themselves into the work. This was not always as

well prepared and well co-ordinated as it might have been,

but there was no lack of goodwill and plentiful resources.

The Red Cross in Honduras were one of the many orga-

nizations that were quick to act, and they had the advan-

tage of being local and possessing a good knowledge of

what would work best in the rural areas. But they also

faced the problem of getting their priorities right: Where

had most damage been done? Who was in greatest need?

And as if from heaven, they were presented with a very

useful planning tool. For some years CIAT - the interna-

tional centre for tropical agricultural research - that has

research and development programmes operating all over

Latin America, had been working on an electronic map of

a number of countries in the region. "Honduras Atlas", as

the local project was called, had just been fully developed

and presented to planners and associates when Mitch

struck.

Honduras Atlas is based on satellite observations where

not just the landscape's appearance but also details such as

the crops in the fields, soil conditions, bridges, roads, mar-

kets and houses can be identified. In addition to this, other

information like rainfall, temperature and income distribu-

tion can be plotted in - as average figures for a certain

period of time or as a guide to the current situation. The

aim being that it would act as a support for planning in

agriculture: What can be grown and where, and at what

time of the year? Where do possibilities exist for develop-

ing agriculture further? Where is it possible to create irri-

gation? What areas ought to be cultivated, what should be

left as natural reserve sectors? Where would it be suitable

to keep cattle? And so on.

In no time at all, the latest satellite pictures had been

downloaded. They showed clear and alarming images of

collapsed bridges, washed away roads, landslides and

floating fields. This alone provided vital information. But

when this dramatic data was combined with details con-

cerning local income and what crops had been growing in

the fields immediately before Mitch struck, it was possible
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showers
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Trees in this lush landscape

were the only survivors

when the hurricane hit

three years ago. The land-

scape was down to the

bare soils by then

to target aid precisely: The poorest areas were in greatest

need and particularly the places where the harvest had

been drowned in rain. This formed the basis for the way in

which the Red Cross, CARE, CARITAS and many other orga-

nizations gave priority to their efforts

Thanks for the help, but...

The coordinator for emergency aid with the Red Cross in

Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras, remembers clearly

the traumatic and hectic days in the autumn of 1998. They
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were inundated with requests for help. But at one point

the signals changed. The worst problems with food sup-

plies had been dealt with, and the dilemma was now

focused on the future: Send us seeds! Precisely the same

kind of message was being sent to relief headquarters in

Nicaragua.

There is a very simple explanation for this: In both

these countries - as in the majority of developing coun-

tries - nearly all small farmers have a self-sufficient supply

of seeds. They simply put a part of the harvest to one side

so that it can be sowed in the following season. But now

almost the entire harvest had been lost, and the limited

amounts of crops harvested were naturally used for food.

In this way the supply of seeds for many farmers had been

exhausted.

There was therefore the great risk that the first cata-

strophe could lead to a second. For even though there are

seed producers in these two countries, who exist by sup-

plying the big farmers with fresh quality seeds, there was

nowhere near enough to supply everyone. To make matters

worse: The varieties that could be bought on the interna-

tional market were often unsuitable for local needs.

But already from day one, when Mitch struck, there

were people who were considering how this crisis could be

handled. There was parallel experience that could be

drawn on from the civil war in Rwanda in the mid-1990s,

when conflict and flight led to rural areas being left

deserted for a long while, which totally ruined the harvest

and the supply of seeds. Here we must return to CIAT and

three of its sister organizations: CIMMYT that researches

maize and wheat; CIP potatoes and other root crops; and

IPGRI, whose work includes ensuring that agricultural

crops do not become extinct. These four centres give sup-

port to developing countries and were, together with a

number of other research centres, instrumental in helping

Rwanda to return at least part of the way to a "normal" sit-

uation by providing suitable seed for agriculture.

Now a new catastrophe had to be transformed into a

situation that could offer prospects for the future for these

hard hit countries. And the name for this initiative was self-

evident; it was a question of re-using the slogan from the

campaign in Rwanda in 1995:

Seeds of Hope
A great number of private organizations were contacted so

that they together with the farmers involved could clarify

what was needed most in order to get agricultural produc-

tion moving. The answer was maize and beans, and in

some places also rice and potatoes. It took some time to

establish an overall view, but the common attitude was

that it was better to get it right than to hurry things.

The research centres had a certain amount of beans,

maize and potatoes in stock. And they were of the precise

types that had been developed and adapted to be suitable

for climate, soil, diseases, insects - and not least the tastes

and eating habits of the rural populations of Honduras

and Nicaragua. But these centres are not seed producers,

so the volume of their stocks was nowhere near adequate.

Fortunately, during the years preceding Mitch, a number

of new varieties had been released for use after being

tested and approved - or were about to be given the go-

ahead by the authorities in these two countries.

Mitch had destroyed the usual rhythm of agriculture,

and the sowing time for the winter period had come and

gone. But working together with farmers, seed producers,

and private organizations, that had land and could irrigate

their fields, seeds were distributed. Now it was a matter of

stepping up production aimed at the next sowing time in

May-June. It was necessary to irrigate when the first seeds

were sown in the Christmas period of 1998.

It was not a question of producing food at this point,

but seeds - and that is something entirely different, if

things are going to be done properly. For this reason a lot

of agricultural technicians and farmers received instruction

to learn about the difference between seeds and food.

They passed their new knowledge on, so that several hun-

dred people benefited from these courses.

Cesar Romero, who has a farm just outside Yorito, was

one of those who learned something new. He gained
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knowledge about the importance of tending seed fields

with particular care, with regard to watering, weeding, and

fertilizers; how he should ensure that the seeds are clean

and of only one variety; and about how the fields must

not be near other strips of land with the same crop,

because it is almost impossible to prevent cross-pollination

by wind. The final step to guarantee quality production is

to make sure that the seeds are dried well after they have

been harvested, so they can be stored safely, and not least

to sort them to ensure that not one single second-rate, dis-

coloured or unusual seed is included.

When the seeds had been stored securely after the

extensive operation, and things had gone well with 155

tons of beans alone, it was time for the big task of distri-

bution. This had to be done fairly, so that the right people

received the right kind of help, and a suitable amount of

it. The many organizations, both great and small, contin-

ued their analysis in order to achieve the best possible

results.

The principles of distribution were based on give and

take. Often these were very simple in character, e.g. that

after the harvest twice as many grains of maize had to be

handed over as had been received in seed. These could

then be distributed as food among particularly hard hit

families. As part of the bargain, fertilizer was included with

the standard issue of seeds. 18,000 families received bean

seeds. As far as the other two crops are concerned - maize

and potatoes - no exact national figures are available, but

maize in particular was distributed to at least just as many

poor small farmers.

Not the whole story

While all this was going on, it seemed obvious to offer

something extra; not just the well-known, ordinary sorts of

plants, but also some of the newly developed varieties that

had been produced by the co-operation in recent years

between the big research centres, the national agricultural

authorities and the farmers. As mentioned, certain new

types of beans were ready, some of which had just been
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The new seed producers have opened bus/ness on a modest scale at a

dining table, the tractor belonging to a neighbour renting the covered

space

introduced to the farmers, who are nearly always prepared

to give something new a chance. Other varieties were still

going through approval procedures at the same time as

seeds were being produced.

And Maria Garcia, Nelson's wife in La Portadilla, con-

firms that the new beans, which she had not tried before,

are an improvement. They taste delicious and they save

fuel, because they do not need to be boiled as long as the

old types before they are ready to eat. Three new types

have been introduced, and there is certainly plenty to sell

at the market. In fact, the yield is three times as high as it

used to be, according to Nelson's estimates. However,

there is one slight problem: They are not the popular

mauve colour, but more like claret, so the price is slightly

lower than usual. But they are certainly still a well-paying

proposition. The new type of maize has also been an asset,

and gives twice as much as before. And a common factor

for both beans and maize is that they are more resistant to

disease.

In a number of places the climate is not suitable for

potatoes, which CIP could offer. However, a story with a

silver lining would seem to be evolving in Nicaragua with

another CIP-crop, the sweetpotato, which had almost been

forgotten. The authorities have a programme that is

designed to create a more varied selection of agricultural

products through the organization known as INTA. A few

days after the rain had stopped, a dedicated CIP researcher

turned up at INTA's headquarters in Managua. He had a

really good offer: "Let's reintroduce sweetpotatoes while

there's innovation in the air!" A number of good varieties
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were available, and 24 farmers tried them out in the first

season, followed by 120 in the following season. And it

appears that there really is quite an interest for sweetpota-

toes that can grow in meagre soil and in fields that are too

stony for other crops. Together with CIP, INTA will have

three new varieties ready at the turn of the year, 2001-

2002.

This all sounds very positive; at least that is what you

would think. But the pessimists - both locally and abroad

- are not particularly enthusiastic. They are worried that

the old varieties will be outdone, and that agriculture will

become more uniform and vulnerable. However, this is

precisely what IPGRI helps to prevent by ensuring that tra-

ditional crops, which possess a number of good qualities,

are preserved and secured to a certain extent, but there is

also a need for innovation and greater yield. One agricul-

tural expert with a private organization in Nicaragua

rejects much of the criticism that has been put forward,

and it leads him to the following angry conclusion: "What

they are afraid of losing are mostly old, improved varieties

that have become weaker and weaker over the years,

because instead of using seeds they have taken grain from

the granary. They are hardly likely to lose anything that is

worth preserving!"

So far so good
Operation "Seeds of Hope" was continued for another

season until the biggest problems had been solved. The

critical situation had, however, highlighted the very unsta-

ble supply of seeds in both countries. There was not only

the risk - as in the case with Mitch - that almost every-

thing could be lost. It was also evident that the traditional

methods used by the farmers produced a very unstable

quality of seeds.

After his contribution to "Seeds of Hope", Cesar

Romero continued his work together with others in a

group who specialize in seed production for the local area.

His younger colleague, Melvin Lopez, confirms, while they

carefully sort soya beans, that more and more farmers are

renewing their stocks in order to have a good seed founda-

tion. CIAT has helped the group to acquire some simple

machinery, but they have provided themselves with a solid

building from their own savings. They are working on an

impressive developmental task because the seeds - beans

and maize are again the main products - are sold consid-

erably cheaper than in Yoro. They could do much better

business if they transported them into the town. But the

idea is precisely not just a question of business, but of

agricultural development.

That could almost be the policy statement for the

research centres and authorities of these two countries. A

number of groups and private individuals have been given

the responsibility for producing seeds in rural areas, and

the farmers are being offered courses on better harvest

management, so that some of the best produce can be put

to one side and used as relatively good seed.

But only a limited amount of progress has been made.

If you make enquiries with the authorities and organiza-

tions, there is a modest level of optimism, because systems

are beginning to fall into place. However, a new Mitch-like

situation would be dramatic, because it would once again

hit the future harvest. At the present time they are strug-

gling with the effects of some harsh years of drought, and

many farmers will almost certainly have to eat their entire

stores in order to get by.

Martha Cabrera, in Jalapa near Yorito, was left with a

soggy clay floor after the floods caused by Mitch chose her

house as their route through the

family's sloping farmland. Dona

Martha cannot really say that things

have been easy since Mitch struck, but

she does admit that new possibilities

have appeared. And her conclusion is -

more or less word for word - the same

idea expressed by many others: "Some-

times catastrophes can lead to improve-

ments."

Operation "Seeds of Hope" has at

any rate made a start.
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CGIAR research institutions
discussed in this book

All of the international research institutions mentioned in

this book belong to the Consultative Group on Internation-

al Agricultural Research, CGIAR for short. Around 60 coun-

tries and organizations are members of the group.

Sixteen research centers come under the aegis of the

CGIAR. The examples cited on the preceding pages serve

to illustrate a small part of all the work carried out at the

following centers, their regional research stations, and col-

laborating national research partners.

CIAT - Centra Internacional de

Agricultura Tropical - has its head-

quarters in Cali, Colombia. The

center improves common beans,

cassava and tropical forages worldwide and rice within

Latin America. It also strengthens natural resource

management in the hillsides, forest margins, and savannas

of tropical America; in mid-altitude areas of Eastern and

Southern Africa; and in the Southeast Asian uplands.

CIFOR - Center for International Forestry

Research, with headquarters in Bogor,

Indonesia, was established in 1993 in

response to global concerns about the

social, environmental and economic consequences of forest

CIMMYT.
INTERNATIONAL MAIZE AND

WHEAT IMPROVEMENT CENTER

loss and degradation. CIFOR research produces, in collabo-

ration with numerous partners, knowledge and methods

needed to improve the well-being of forest-dependent

people and to help tropical countries manage their forests

wisely for sustained benefits. CIFOR has since it was found-

ed played a central role in influencing global and national

forestry policies

CIMMYT - Centra de Mejoramiento de

Maiz y Trigo - is headquartered near

Mexico City. CIMMYT's global research

program is dedicated to helping the

world's poor by improving the productivi-

ty and profitability of maize and wheat production systems,

by developing ecologically sound agricultural practices, and

by conserving maize and wheat genetic resources.

Q P _ j n e international Potato Center -

headquartered in Lima, Peru, seeks to

reduce poverty and achieve food security

on a sustained base in developing coun-

tries through scientific research and relat-

ed activities on potato, sweetpotato and other root and

tuber crops, and on the improved management of natural

resources in the Andes and other mountain areas.
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CGIAR RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

ICRAF - International Centre for Research

in Agroforestry - is headquartered in

I C R A F Nairobi, Kenya. It studies the integration

of trees alongside crops and livestock on

smallscale farms in the tropics to improve livelihoods of

the rural poor and to protect the natural resource base.

ICRAF's mission is to conduct innovative research and

development on agroforestry, strengthen the capacity of

partners, enhance worldwide recognition of the human

and environmental benefits of agroforestry, and provide

scientific leadership in the field of integrated natural

resource management.

IFPRI - International Food Policy Research

^ ^ ^ f Institute - has its headquarters in Wash-

^ ' ^ ^ ington D.C., USA. It identifies and ana-

lyzes alternative national and internation-

al strategies and policies for meeting the

food needs of the developing world on a

sustainable basis, with particular emphasis on low-income

countries and on the poor within those countries.

IFPR1

IPGRI - International Plant Genetic

Resources Institute - works from its

headquarters in Rome, Italy. Its mission

is t 0 encourage, support and undertake

activities to improve the management

of genetic plant resources worldwide so as to eradicate

poverty, increase food security and protect the environ-

ment. IPGRI focuses on the conservation and use of genet-

ic resources important to developing countries and has an

explicit commitment to specific crops.
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For further information
about the CGIAR centers
discussed here:

Centra Intemacional de
Agriculture Tropical
Apartado Aereo 6713
Cali, Colombia

Tel: +(57-2)445-0000
Fax: +(57-2)445-0073

E-mail: ciat@cgiar.org
Website: www.ciat.cgiar.org

Center for International
Forestry Research
P.O.Box 6596 JKPWB
Jakarta 10065, Indonesia

Tel: +(62-251)622 622
Fax: +(62-251)622 100

E-mail: cifor@cgiar.org
Website: www.cgiar.org/cifor

Centra Intemacional de Mejo-
ramiento de Maiz y Trigo
Apartado Postal 6-641
066000 Mexico, D.F., Mexico

Tel: +52 5804 2004
Fax: +52 5804 7558

E-mail: cimmyt@cgiar.org
Website: www.cimmyt.org

International Potato Center
P.O. Box 1558
Lima 12, Peru

Tel: +51 1 349 6017
Fax: +51 1 317 5326

E-mail: cip@cgiar.org
Website: www.cipotato.org

International Centre for
Research in Agroforestry
P.O.Box 30677

Nairobi, Kenya

Tel: +254 2 524 000
Fax: +254 2 524 001

E-mail: icraf@cgiar.org
Website: www.cgiar.org/icraf

International Food Policy
Research Institute
2033 K Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20006-1002, USA

Tel: +{1-202)862 5600
Fax: +(1-202)467-4439

E-mail: ifpri@cgiar.org
Website: www.cgiar.org/ifpri

International Plant Genetic
Resources Institute
Via de Tre Denari 472/a
00057 Maccarese (Fiumicino)
Rome, Italy

Tel: +(39)06 61181
Fax:+ (39) 06 61979661

E-mail: ipgri@cgiar.org
Website: www.ipgri.cgiar.org
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Even if you do not know the first thing

about agriculture, you will surely under-

stand that this is odd: Donato in Peru is

busy sowing his potato seed. Honestly, you

are supposed to plant your seed potatoes.

Or listen to this: Cerilio in Bolivia does not

any longer plough his fields, but his wheat

has never looked better than this year. Not

to talk of Dona Jarquin in Nicaragua whose

nearby supermarket is hundreds of tiny

fields presenting ideas of how to improve

her small farm.

It might sound mystifying, but, really,

i t does make a lot of sense. These facts are

examples from this book on how co-opera-

tion between farmers and researchers chan-

ge life for the better - in the rural heart of

Latin America.


